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A.1 B.I 



Authority and Performance Data of the Department of Transportation and Development and its related boards, commissions, and like entities. The andit was conducted under provisions of Title 24 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950, as amended. In particular, this audit addresses requirements of R.S. 24:522, the Louisiana Performance Audit Program. The report represents our findings, conclusions, and recommendations. We have also identified matters for legislative consideration. Appendixes F and G contain the responses of the department and the Division of Administration, Office of Planning and Budget. I trust that this report will be of use to you in your legislative decision-making process. 

DGK/d 
Legislative Auditor 



@ ()ffice of Legislative Auditor 
Executive Summary Performance Audit Department of Transportation and Development: Analysis of Program Authority and Performance Data 

For the fiscal yenx 1996-97, the legislatttre authorized the Depar~ent of Transportation and Development (DOTD) to speod $341 million for operations. DOTD was also anthotized capital outlay appropriations of $659 million for highway and public works projectS. Our audit of DOTD's )efformance data in the 1996-97 executive budget found that: ~ DOTD's program missions and goals arc: consistent with its legal authority as presented in the fiscal ),ear 1996-97 executive budget. However, office descriptions and each programs' legal citations in the executive budget are not always valid, As a result, this iJfformation in the executive budget may not be useful. ~ DOTD has some outmoded and nonfunded functions. The department has not reported these matters to the legislature, as requirc~l by law. Some functions within DOTD programs potentially overlap or duplicate other DOTD program func~ons and programs of other state agencies, boards, commissions, and like entities. Thus, some DOTD functions may not be efficiently and effectively operated. DOTD's missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators reported in the 1996-97 executive budget do not provide sufficient information to the legislature and other external users to evaluate DOTD's accomplishments in meeting the state's transporlation and public works needs. Mission and goal statements for some programs are absent or incomplete. Few of DOTI)'s objectives are measurable and timebound. As a result, most of the performance indicators do not measure progress toward objectives. Missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators for boards, commissions, and like entities that received funding through ~he depaa'tment's budget are not presented in the 1996-97 executive budget. The lack of performance data for all oporations in the budget rcxluest decreases accountability. DOTD's strategic plan, operational plan, and budget request are not consistent with each othcr. Consistency between pl~mning and budgeting processes is essential properly communicate missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators. It also ensures that plans reflect available resources. 
Daniel G. Kyle, Ph.D., CPA, CFF~, Legislative Auditor Phone No. (504) 339-3800 



Executive Summary Page xi 
Audit Initiation and Objectives 

Ten Major Programs Authorized for DOTD 

The Office of the Legislative Auditor conducted this performance audit of the Department of Transportation and Development's (DOTI)) executive budget program information in response to certain requirements of Louisiana Revised Statute (R.S.) 24:522. This report is one of a series of reports on all major executive branch departments. The primary objectives of this audit were to Determine if the department's missions and goals as reported in the fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget axe consistent with legislative intent and legal autholity Determine if the department's missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators as reported in the fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget are consistent with established criteria I)etennine if the department's objectives and performance indicators as reported in the fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget collectively provide usefu information for decision-making purposes Identify any programs, functions, and activities within the department that appear to be overlapping, duplicative, or outmoded 

State law directs DOTD to develop and implement state transportation and other public works. To accomplish this, the legislature provides three offices and ten programs within DOTD These programs include state highways and bridges, water resources, aviation, and public transportation. DOTD's duties within each of these programs are extensive and involve almost 5,600 employees. In 1996-97, the legislature authorized DOTD $1 billion from the Transportation Trust Fund, capital outlay, and other sources of funding to operate these programs. (See pages 19-30 of the report.) 



Page xii Department of Trans!aortation and Developmen 
Program Authorization Is Consistent With State Law 

Some Program Activities Are Outmoded and May Be Overlapping or Duplicative 

Each of the ten DOTD programs' mission and goal in the fiscal year 1996..97 executive budget is consistent with legislative intent and legal authorily. However, the legal citations shown in the executive budget are not reliable. In addition, the office descriptions need to be improved to be consistent with state law. Therefore, users of the executive budget cannot place total reliance on the document. (See pages 31-39 of the report.) 
Although DOTD's ten programs missions and goals are in general agreement with statute, there are some powers, functions, or duties that are no longer suitable for current transportation and public work needs. There are other required or authorized activities that have not been implemented because of a lack of funding. DOT[) has not reported these outmoded and unfunded matters to the legislature, as specified in state law. (See pages 40-44 of the report.) Some functions within the department's authorized programs may potentially overlap or duplicate functions within other authorized programs. There may also be some potential overlap or duplication of effort of DOTD's programs with programs of other state agencies, boards, conunissions, and like entities. These potentially overlapping or duplicative functions could mean DOTD is spending more time, money, and effort in delivering services than is necessary. It was not within the scope of this audit to fully evaluate these matters. However, DOTD initiated an organizational study that is in-progress. (Seepages 44-47 of the report.) Matters for l.,egislative Consideration 3.1 The legislature may wish to consider legislation to repeal or update the provisions found to be outmoded and not implemented, as detailed in Appendixes D and E. 3.2 The legislature may wish to remove provisions of R.S. 34:3104 creating the board of commissioners for" the Offshore Terminal Authority and instead 



ExeCutive Suralna/5 Page xiii 
provide for the appointment of an executive director, 3.3 The legislature may wish to consider the study of the potential overlap or duplication of the following activities within applicable state departments, as noted in this report: Public Transportation Program 
Water Resources Program Role &boards, commissions, and like entities in the state ~ Various types of pilot boards 

Recommendations 3.1 The Office of Planning and Budget (OPB) should revise the executive budget descriptions of the Office of Management and Finance and the Office of Engineering. This is to ensure they completely reflect the related activities descfbed in law. 
3.2 OPB and DOTD should work together to ensure that all legal citations in the executive budget and the operational plan are accurate, complete, and relevant. 3.3 In accordance with state law, DOTD should thoroughly review and report to the legislature the following conditions: 

Authorized activities that are no longer needed (i.e., outmoded fianctions) ~ Legislative requirements not implemented 3.4 DOTD should ensure that any organizational study includes review of the areas identified as potentially overlapping or duplicative within the department. 



Page x~v Department of Transportation and Developmen 
Plans Not Linked to Budget 

DOTD's Performance Data Needs Further Development 

DOTD has developed numerous strategic and long-range plans. Such plans help agencies determine what programs are to accomplish and how to measure accomplishments. This should ultimately lead to resource allocation when the budget request is prepared. However, DOTD does not coordinate its plans with its budget request. As a result, there is a risk that critical elements of DOTD's plans will not be included or disclosed in the budget request documents. (,See pages 50-52 of the report.) 
The fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget does not clearly articulate each DOTD program's plans and accomplishments within the missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators. As a result, users of this document may not be able to evaluate DOTD's overall performance or individual program performance. Some programs lack mission or goal statements and other programs' mission and goal statements are incomplete. When a program's mission and goal is not adequately disclosed, users of the executive budget may not understand the program's purpose, clientele, or activities. The majority (al~out 80 percent) of DOTD's objectives are not measurable and timebound and do not address all the major program functions. Accordingly, most of the performance indicators do not measure progress toward objectives. Thus, when collectively considering the objectives and indicators, users of the executive budget cannot evaluate DOTD's perfurmance in meeting the state's transportation and public works. 
In addition, there is not a balanced mix of the various types of performance indicators. There are few efficiency, input, outcome, explanatory, and quality measures. A complete mix of indicators is necessary to evaluate program performance or make informed budgetary decisions. (See pages 53-66 of the reporl.J Missions, goals, objectives, and perforn:tance indicators are not presented in the fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget for boards, commissions, and like entities that receive state funds 



Executive 
throughDOTD's budget. Startingin fiscal yeaJ: 1997-98, OPB requires the presentation of this information in the agency's operational plan that is used to prepare the executive budget. This information is necessary so that external users can see the accomplishments of organizations that receive state funds through oversight programs. Although this information is not presented in the executive budget, each entity's functions appear consistent with its legal authority. (Seepages 39-40 and 66-67 of the report.) Recommendations 4.1 DOTD should coordinate the preparation of its operational plan with its budget request and ensure they are both consistent with the strategic plan. 
4.2 DOTD should ensure that strategic plan goals cover all department programs. 4.3 DOTD and OPB staff should work together to develop an overall departmental mission statement to be included in future editions of the executive budget. 4.4 DOTD and OPB staff should work together to ensure that all programs contain clearly identified and laheled mission statements in future editions of the executive budget. 4.5 DOTD and OPB staff should work together to modi~, the missions for the Aviation Program and the Offshore Terminal Authority Program to include the targeted client groups. 4.6 DOTD and OPB staff should work together to ensure that the mission for the Bridge Trust Operations Program accurately conveys the purpose of the program. 
4.7 DOTD and OPB staff should work together to ensure that all programs include clearly identified goal slatements in future editions of the executive budget. 



rtment of Transportation and Developmen 
4.8 DO'l/) and OPB staff should work together to develop goals that are consistent with the mission statement, provide a sense of direction on how to address the mission (e.g., through required activities) and reflect the destination toward which the program is striving. 4.9 DOTD and OPB staff should work together to develop objectives that are measurable, timebound, and specify a desired end result. 
4.10 DOTD and OPB staff should work together to develop additional objectives for major program functions of interest to external users. 4.11 DOTD and OPB staff should work together to develop performance indicators that measure progress toward objectives for inclusion in future editions of the executive budget. 4.12 DOTD and OPB should work together to develop performance indicators for administrative functions based oil administrative activities for which the program is directly responsible. Only those administrative indicators that would be useful to parties external to the department should be included in the executive budget. 4.13 DGTD and OPB staff should work together 1o ensure that each program develops a mix of indicators that communicates pertinent program performance data for inclusion in future editions of the executive budget. Explanatory information should be included, where appropriate. 
4.14 DOTI) should include in the operational plan perfoimance data for boards, commissions, and like ~mtities requesting funding through DOTD's budget Furthez~nore, OPB should include this information in the executive budget program description 



Chapter Introduction 
Audit Initiation and Objectives The Office of the Legislative Auditor conducted this performance audit of the executive budget program information for the Department of Transportation and Development (DOTD) in responseto certain requirements of Act 1100of1995. This act amended the state audit law by adding Louisiana Revised Statute (R.S.) 24:522; which created the Louisiana Performance Audit Program. Although the legislative auditor has been conducting performance audits since 1986, R.S. 24:522 formalizes an overall performance audit program for the state. In addition to finding solutions to present fiscal problems, the legislature created the Performance Audit Program to identify and plan for the state's long-term needs. This report is one of a series of reports on all major executive branch departments addressing the fi)llowing objectives Determine if the department's missions and goals as reported in the fiscal year 1996..97 executive budget are consistent with legislative intent and legal authority Determine if the department's missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators as reported in the fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget are consistent with established criteria Determine if the department's objectives and performance indicators as reported in the fiscal year 1996-.9'7 executive budget collectively provide usefu information for decision-making purposes Identify any programs, functions, and activities within the department that appear to be overlapping, duplicative, or outmoded 



Department of Transportation and Development 
Report Conclusions DOTD is to develop and implement programs for the state's transportation and public works. In 1996-97, the legislature authorized DOTD to spend $1 billion from the Transportation Tu'ust Fund, capital outlay appropriation, and other sources of funding to operate these programs. DOTD is authorized almost 5,600 positions for these purposes. For budgetary purposes, DOTD is organized into three offices and ten programs to accomplish these responsibilities. 

The various program missions and goals presented in the 1996-97 executive budget for DOTD are consistent with state law. However, some of the executive budget office descriptions and legal citations for program authorization are not always valid and complete. The missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators in the executive budget do not provide sufficient information to users of this document on which to judge the overall performance of DOTD or of the individual programs. The missions and goals included in the executive budget are incomplete. DOTD's objectives are not measurable, do not provide a time frame for completion, and do not address all the major program functions. As a result, the majority of performance indicators do not measure progress toward objectives. ]'here is also not a complete mix of the various types of indicators. DOTD's strategic plan, operational plan, and budget request are not consistent with each other. Consistency between planning and budgeting documents is necessary to accurately convey missions, goals, objective.,;, and performance indicators. 
The six boards, commissions, and like entities that received funding through DOTD's budget in 1996-97 appear to perform the duties required by law. However, these entities' missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators are not reported in the 1996-.97 executive budget. ]'he lack of performance data for all operations in budget request documents decreases accountability. 
Some DOTD programs may overlap and duplicate other DOTD programs and programs of other state agencies, boards, commissions, and like entities. As a result, some DOT/) functions may not be efficiently and effectively operated. 
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Accountability Initiatives 

Though required by state law, DOTD has not reviewed and reported to the legislature any outmoded and unfunded activities. The legislature must rely on information from the department to determine the need for programs, functions, and activities. Without such information, funding and service delivery decisions may not provide the greatest benefit to the people of Louisiana. 

Article XIV, Section 6 of the 1974 Louisiana Constitution reorganized the executive branch into 20 depaxtments. State law says that the structure of the executive branch of state government is to, in part, promote economy and efficiency in the operation and management of state government. Since the reorganization, additional efforts have been undertaken to eliminate duplicative, overlapping, and outmoded programs and activities. Some of these efforts require internal reviews of programs, policies, and services of state agencies, and others provide for external reviews. R.S. 24:522 requires the legislative auditor to annually make recommendations to the legislature relative, in part, to the effectiveness and efficiency of programs and services that the various state agencies provide. In particular, it directs the auditor to evaluate the basic assumptions underlying all state agencies, programs and services to assist the legislature in identifying those that are vital to the best interests of the people of Louisiana and those that no longer meet that goal. This law also requires state agencies to produce certain information during the budgetary process. In July 1996, the Office of the Legislative Auditor issued a report that examined tile performance and progress of Louisiana state government. That report followed up on all recommendations made in performance audits and staff studies issued by the legislative auditor during the previous three years. In that report, we tracked the progress of agencies in implementing recommendations contained in the performance studies and identified related legislation. We also identified a number of problem areas in state government including inadequate oversight and inadequate planning. 
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Program Budgeting and Strategic Planning Focus on Outcomes 

As part of our continuing efforts to meet the requirements of R.S. 24:522, this report examines the legal authority for DOTD's programs and services. This report also examines the program information contained in the 1996-97 executive budget and builds on the need for hetter planning. Similar performance audit reports are to be issued on all other executive branch departments. State law (R.S. 49:190 et seq.) also requires agencies to provide the legislature with certain internal information to justify their continued existence. This law is referred to as the sunset review process. This process allows the legislature, through oversight committees, an opportunity and mechanism to evaluate the operations of state statutory entities. 
State law also requires an annual report by department undersecretaries on their department management and program analysis. These reports, required by the provisions of R.S. 36:8, are referred to as Act 160 reports, since Act 160 of 1982 originally enacted this law. This law requires agencies to conduct evaluations and analyses of programs, operations, and policies to improve the efficiency, economy, and effectiveness of the departments. 
Other performance legislation includes an accountability act for colleges and universities. Also, various agency performance related reports are required to be submitted with the agency budget request. One of these reports is referred to as the "Sunset Review Budget Request Supplement." 
Act 814 of the 1987 Regular Legislative Session required the state to adopt a program budgeting system beginning in fiscal year 1989. R.S. 39:36 requires the executive budget to be in a format that clearly presents and highlights the programs operated by state government. According to Manageware, a publication of the Division of Administration's Office of Planning and Budget (OPB), program budgeting is a budget system that focuses on program objectives, achievements, and cost-effectiveness. Manageware also states that program budgeting is concerned with outcomes or results rather than with individual items of expenditure 
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from the objectives 
Exhibit 1-1 Major Components of the Strategic Phmning Process 

Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staffusing a similar diagram in Manageware. 



Performance Indicators: the tools used to measure the performance of policies, programs, and plans. Furthermore, Manageware categorizes performance indicators into five types: 

2 

3 

4 

Input indicators measure resource allocation and demand for services. Examples of input indicators are budget allocations and number of full-time equivalent employees. 
Output indicators measure the amount of products or services provided or the number of customers served. Examples of output indicators include the number of students enrolled in an adult education course, the number of vaccinations given to children and the ~mmber of miles of roads resurfaced. Outcome indicators measure results and assess program impact and effectiveness. Examples of outcome indicators are the number of persons able to read and write after completing an adult education course and the change in the highway death rate. Outcome indicators are the most important performance measures because they show whether or not expected results are being achieved. Eff/cieney indicators measure productivity and cost-effectiveness. They reflect the cost of providing services or achieving results. Examples of efficiency indicators include the cost per student enrolled in an adult education course, the bed 
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occupancy rate at a hospital, and the average processing time for environmental permit applications. Quality indicators measure effectiveness in meeting the expectations of customers, stakeholders, and other groups. Examples of quality indicators include the number of defect-free reports compared to the number of reports produced, the, accreditation of institutions or programs, and the number of customer complaints filed. Manageware also points out the benefits of program budgeting. According toManageware, program budgeting streamlines the budget process. Manageware also says that program budgeting supports quality management by allowing managers more budgetary flexibility while maintaining accountability for the outcomes of programs. Since appropriations are made at the program level, program managers can more easily shift funds from one expenditure category to arJother to cover unanticipated needs, according to Manageware. The need for accountability in government operations is gaining recognition both domestically and internationally. According to a recent report issued by the United States General Accounting Office, the federal government is currently implementing the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993. This act requires agencies to set goals, measure performance, and repmt on their accomplishments. The report also cites several states including Florida, Oregon, Minnesota, Texas, and Virginia and foreign governments such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom that are also pursuing management reform initiatives and becoming n~tore results-oriented In Louisiana, the 1996-97 general appropriation bill and resulting act included program descriptions for the first time. The fiscal year 1997-1998 General Appropriations Act also includes key performance indicators. For fiscal year 1997-98, this information will be presented for informational purposes only. However, in the future, it will serve as a starting point for the fi~ll implementation of performance based budgeting. Beginning in fiscal year 1998-99 and all subsequent fiscal years, key objectives and key performance indicators contained in the General Appropriations Act will be included in the agency's appropriation. Each agency will be required to provide quarterly 
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Executive Budget Is Basis for General Appropriation Act 

performance progress reports. The agency's appropriation will be issued conditioned upon the agency preparing and submitting these reports. 
Article VII, Section 11 (A) of the Louisilma Constitution requires the governor to submit a budget estimate to the legislature that sets forth the state expenditures for the next fiscal year. This budget estimate, the executive budget~, must include recommendations for appropriations from the state general fund, dedicated funds, and self-generated funds. R.S. 39:36 requires the executive budget to be configured in a format that clearly presents and highlights the programs operated by state government. This statute also requires the executive budget to include: (1) an outline of the agency's prograrnmatic structure, which should include an itemization of all programs with a clear description of the objectives of each program; (2) a description of the activities that are intended to accomplish each objective; and (3) dearly defined indicators of the quantity and quality of performance of these activities. OPB develops the executive budget based on voluminous material contained in various documents prepared by the departments as part of their budget requests. The budget request packages are made up of six separate components, which are listed as follows. These packages contain both financial and program information. Operational plans describe the various programs within state agencies. They also give program missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators. Operational plans are derived from long- range strategic plans. Operational plans tell what 
The governor also submits a capital outlay budget. However, the scope of this audit includes only the executive budget. 
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6 

portions of strategic plans will be addressed during a given operational period. 
Existing operating budgets describe the initial operating budgets as adjusted for actions taken by the Joint Legislative Committee on the Budget, the Interim Emergency Board, the legislature, and/or the goverr~or, Continuation budgets describe: the level of funding for each budget unit that reflects the resources necessary to carry on all existing programs and functions at the current level of service in the ensuing fiscal year. These budget components include any adjustments necessary due to the increased cost of services or materials as a result of inflation and increased workload requirements resulting from demographic or other changes. Continuation budgets contain program information. Technical/other adjustment packages allow for the transfer of programs or functions from certain agencies or departments to other agencies or departments. However, total overall revenues and expenditures cannot be increased. The technical/other adjustment packages also contain program information. New or expanded service requests are designed to provide information about the cost of new and/or expanded services that departments will provide. These service changes can come about as a result of regulation or procedural changes that are/were controlled by the agency or by the addition of services that were not previously provided. The new or expanded service requests also contain program information. Total Request Summaries provide a cross-check of the total budget request document. These forms are designed to provide summaries of all the requested adjustments made to arrive at the total budget requests, 



request packages. One part of the executive budget contains financial information, and the other part contains program information. The program information includes program descriptions, missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators related to the services and products of each department resulting from spending state revenues. According to R.S. 39:37, the governor must submit the executive budget to the Joint Legislative Committee on the Budget The governor must make a copy of the executive budget available to each member of the legislature. The constitution requires that the governor submit a general appropriation bill for proposed ordinary operating expenditures in conformity with the executive budget document thal was submitted to the legislature. The general appropriation bill moves through the legislature similar to any other bill. The Appropriations Committee in the House of Representatives initially hears the bill. It then moves to the full House, then to the Senate Finance Committee, and then the full Senate. Both the House and Senate may arnend the bill. The bill is voted upon in its final form by the full membership of both chambers. OPB monitors any amendments the legislature makes to the bill. After the general appropriation bill passes the legislature, it is forwarded to the governor. Once the governor signs the bill, it becomes law in the form of the General Appropriations Act. After the governor signs the bill, OPB reports to the state departments any amendments made by the legislature. The state constitution allows the governor to veto any line item in the: appropriation bill. A veto can be ovenidden by a two-thirds vote of the legislature. Exhibit 1-2 on the following page illustrates the executive budget and appropriation processes. 
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D~artraent of Transportation and Development 
Scope and Methodology Overview. This performance audit of the Department of Transportation and Development's program info~anation was conducted under the provisions of Title 24 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950, as amended. All performance audits are conducted in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards as promulgated by the Comptroller General of the United States. Work on this audit began in August 1996. This section pro~rides a summary of the methodology used in this audit. Based on planning meetings held by legislative audit staff, we formulated audit objectives that would address issues specific to the program information contained in the executive budget. The audit focused on the fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget program information. References Used. To familiarize ourselves with performance measurement, program budgeting, and accountability concepts, we reviewed various publications including the following Manageware published by the Office of Planning and Budget (1991 and 1996 editions) Research Report - Service Efforts and Accomplishments Reporting." lls 7ime Has Come, An Overview published by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) and accompanying research reports on the road maintenance and mass transit functions (1990) Executive Guide: Effectively Implementing the Government Performance and Results Act published by the U.S. General Accounting Office (June 1996) Various reports by the Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundation Reports from various states relaled to program budgeting and strategic planning These publications are listed in detail in Appendix A. We also conducted interviews with personnel of the Urban Institute, the federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and GASB. These individuals represent both the theoretical and practical sides of current performance measurement and accountability efforts. 
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To gain an understanding of the state's budget process, we reviewed state laws regarding program budgeting In addition, we interviewed staff of OPB and DOTD regarding their budget processes. Legal Basis for Missions and Goals. We searched state and federal laws to determine whether there was legal authority for missions and goals of the department and its programs. We also reviewed applicable laws to determine legislative intent related to the creation of the department and the functions that the department and its programs are intended to perform. In addition, we reviewed and organized data obtained from the department on its structure, functions, and programs. We also interviewed key department personnel about these issues. We included within the scope of our detailed audit work all related boards, comrrfissions, and like entities that were authorized funding in the 1996 General Appropriations Act. We telephoned officials with each of these entities. Some of these entities sent us their planning documents. We obtained this information to determine if the activities of these entities are consistent with state law. We also prepared a listing, which is contained in Appendix B, of all related boards, commissions, and like entities we identified, regardless of whether they were authorized funding. Comparison of Performance Data to Criteria. We developed criteria against which to compare the department's missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators as reported in the 1996-97 executive budget. To help develop these criteria, we gathered information from GASB, OMB, the Urban Institute, and Manageware. During our criteria development process, we obtained input from GASB. We also obtained concurrence from GASB on our final established criteria. We then compared the missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators to the established criteria. In addition, we evaluated the objectives and performance indicators to determine if they collectively provide useful information to decision makers. When deficiencies or other problems were identified, we discussed them with appropriate personnel of the department and OPB. We did not assess the validity or reliability of'the performance indicators. Although other documents contain performance data on the department, we only compared the missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators contained in the 1996-97 executive budget 
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Areas for Further Study 

(program infotmation volume) to the criteria. This decision was made because the executive budget is the culmination of OPB's review and refinement of the budget request components. It also represents the governor's official recommendation to the legislature for appropriations for the next fiscal year. 
Potential Overlapping, Duplicative, o1" Outmoded Areas. Finally, we reviewed the program descriptions and legal authority for the department's programs and related boards, commissions, and like entities to identify areas that appeared to be overlapping, duplicative, or outmoded. We defined these terms as follows: Overlapping: instances where two or more programs appear to perform different activities or fimetions for the same or similar purposes 
Duplicative: instances where two or more programs appear to conduct identical activities or functions for the same or similar purposes Outmoded: those programs, activities, or functions that appear to be outdated or are no longer needed We did not conduct detailed audit work on the areas we identified as potentially overlapping, duplicative,, or outmoded. We only identified them for further review at another time. 

During this andit, we identified the following areas that require further study: As previously mentioned, assessing the validity and reliability of performance indicators was not within the scope of this audit. However, if the legislature intends to include performance indicators in future appropriation bills and acts, validity and reliability become increasingly important. Consequently, in the future, the legislature may wish to direct a study of the validity and reliability of performance indicators included in appropriation bills. The programs, functions, and activities that appear to be overlapping, duplicative, or outmoded should 



data for the operations of four state-owned airports According to DOTD's aviation program director, the public uses these airports that are controlled by the: Department of Agriculture (located at Woodworth, Louisiana) Department of Public Safety and Corrections - Correction Services (located al Jackson, Louisiana) Ascension-St. James Airport and Transportation Authority (located at Gonzales, Louisiana) St. Mary Parish governing authority, with DOTD owning the land and the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism operating an aviation museum on the grounds (located at Patterson, Louisiana) In addition, the state owns and exclusively uses several heliports. The legislalure may wish to make inquiries to determine what information to include on airports and heliports in the executive budget and other state reports. 
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Executive Budget Lacks Sufficient Objective Statements 

Objective Statements Do Not Address All of the Major Funetions of All Programs Objectives wele not included in the 1996-97 executive budget for one program. In addition, at least five other programs need additional objectives to address other functions of the programs. When significant program functions lack objectives, legislators or other users cannot evaluate all aspects of DOTD's performance in meeting the state's transportation and public works needs. 
The District and Maintenance Operations Program did not have any objectives in the executive budget. This program is the largest DOTD progrmn, in terms of staff, and the second largest in terms of authorized spending. OPB attributes the lack of objectives to communication problems between DOTD and OPB in finalizing the executive budget. As a result, DOTD's desi.red accomplishments in this major functional area are not evident in the budget document. However, OPB has addressed this issue in the 1997-98 executive budget by including objectiw;s for this program. Five programs that lack objectives to address major program functions are as follows: A.dministration Program objectives do not relate to the administrator's work in managing the department. Aviation Program objectives do not address the monitoring and promotion functions. Bridge Trust Operations Program objectives do not relate to the ferry operations and police services functions. Highway Program objectives do not address other aspects of this significant program, such as expected performance relating to project design, cost, or other factors that might be of interest to an external 
Support Services Program objectives do not address significant support service functions, such as the fleet management function. 
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Most Performance Indicators Do Not Measure Progress Toward Objectives 

When a major program function lacks objectives, a legislator making budgetary decisions may not be able to tell what the program is tr34ng to accomplish. 
Recommendation 
4.10 DOTI) and OPB staffshould work together to develop additional objectives for major progran~ functions of interest to external users. 
The Majority of DOTD's Performance Indicators Do Not Measure Progress Toward Objectives Over three-quarters of performance indicators (47 of 60, or 78%) included in the 1996-97 executive budget do not provide a quantitative measurement of progress toward objectives. However the majority of the indicators are consistent with the objectives (51, or 85%). All of the indicators are also clear, easily understandable, and non-technical (65, or 100%). When indicators do not measure progress toward objectives, users of the executive budget may not know how well the programs performed what they were supposed to accomplish. Thirty-seven of the 47 indicators (79%) do not measure progress toward objectives because the objectives are not measurable. Had tile objectives specified quantitative targets for accomplishment, the 37 indicators would have measured progress toward those targets. This is because these indicators relate to the objectives. According to GASB's research, indicators should relate to the goals and objectives of the service, thereby providing a means of assessing results and directing efforts to improve performance in accomplishing these goals and objectives. For example, lhe department is dependent on the Support Services Program's fleet and equipment management function. Thus, it could create an objective of a specific percentage reduction by year end of the vehicles and equipment used beyond their economic service life. A related performance indicator would measure the exact reduction rate for comparison against the targeted percentage reduction. 
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There are also no performance indicators in the executive budget for the Administration Program. According to the assistant director of research at GASB, performance indicators should be developed for administrative programs and functions. Administrative programs should measure their performance related to activities for which they are directly responsible and not on the basis of other progx'an~s' results. For example, the performance of administrative oversight could be measured by determining whether the administrative program ensures that the other programs develop relevant performance data and that proper policies are in place. Performance hadicators should measure progress toward objectives or contribute toward the overall measurement of progress toward objectives. They should also be consistent with the objectives and be clear, easily understood, and non-technical. If the executive budget does not include performance indicators with these characteristics, users of the executive budget cannot tell if the programs achieved what they were supposed to achieve. Accordingly, taken collectively, the objectives and performance indicatols could not be used by legislators or other external users to evaluate DOTD's performance in meeting the state's transportation and public works needs. 

Recommendations 4.11 DOTD and OPB staff should work together to develop perfornlance indicators that measure progress toward objectives for inclusion in future editions of the executive budget 
4.12 DOTD and OPB should work together to develop performance indicators for admirfistrative functions based on administrative activities for which the program is directly responsible. Only those administrative indicators that would be useful to parties external to the department should be included in the executive budget. 
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Incomplete Mix of Performance Indicators 

There Are Few Efficiency, Input, Outcome, Explanatory, and Quality Measures The performance indicators presented in the 1996-97 executive budget do not provide a complete mix of efficiency outcome, input, output, explanatory, and quality measures. Only one program includes an efficiency performance indicator in the executive budget. Six often programs include 12 outcome indicators, four progranas include ten input indicators, one program contains two explanatory indicators, and one program shows a quality indicator. Except for the Administration Program, all the programs include a total of 39 output indicators. When programs have no outcome, efficiency, quality, or input indicators, users of the executive budget may not be able to determine how well the program did what it was supposed to do, how much it cost to produce that result, or the total resources consumed in producing that result. Exhibit 4.-2 on the following page summarizes the number and percentage of each type of indicator included for each program in the 1996-97 executiw; budget. Performance indicator types are explained on pages 6-7 of this report. According to both GASB and Manageware, programs should develop a mix of the different types of indicators. What this mix should contain may be different for each program. When such a mix is properly developed, the indicators conununicate more complete information on program performance relevant to the process of making budgetary decisions. In addition, GASB's research recommends more emphasis be placed on outcome and efficiency measurement in external reports. 
Even though many program goals discuss efficiency, only the Highways Program in DOTD's executive budget includes an efficiency measure relating to the timeliness of services provided. However, the Highways Program does not include any efficiency measures of unit cost. Measures such as average cost per lane-mile for construction, reconstruction, resurfacing, or widening demonstrate the efficiency of these activities. Without efficiency measures, decision makers may not know whether a program is achieving an outcome at a reasonable cost per unit. 
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Exhibit 4.-2 Indicator Types Included in 1996-97 Executive Budget Department of Transportatitm and Development 
~6OntlaUt~ :~otal ~;~l~ee ~f lhe~reta~ i~ii!~il ~ i:~i? __m A. Administration Program 0 0 0 0 0 B. Offshore Termizud Authority Program 0 1 0 0 1 Office of Management and l~inan~ ~~ :. : = < A. Support Services 3 3 3 0 9 iiii: A. Highways Program 3 9 1 0 14 B. Bridge Trust Operations Program 2 2 2 1 (quality) 7 C. Water Resources Program 2 11 3 0 16 D. Awation Program 0 5 0 0 5 E Maintenance and I)istri~ Operations Program 0 4 1 0 5 F. Public Transportation Program 0 3 0 0 3 Sabine River :~utlaority Proem 2 (explan~Ory) :: ~: : To[al [ !60%' i~100% Source: Created by legislative auditor's staff'using performance indicators listed for DOT[) in the 1996-97 executive budget Note: Appendix C also shows the classification deternfined tot each indicator 
Although six programs present outcome indicators in the executive budget, of these only the Highways Program has a measurable objective. For outcome indicators to be useful to a decision maker, the objective must provide a target for expected results or impact. We also noted that the input indicators in the 1996-97 executive budget measure demand for services. However, there are no input indicators in the budget document that rneasure program cost. Without such input measures, it is unclear what a program costs in terms of time, dollars, or employee effort. Therefore, the performance data repoVted may not be as useful as it could be for budgetary decisions. In the 1997-98 executive budget, OPB has begun to address the lack of input indicators. The new budget includes financial information in the same section with the 
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Performance Data Lacking for Boards, Commissions, and Like Entities 

performance data. This financial information includes the cost of programs and the number of positions authorized and requested. GASB also reconunends reporting explanatory information. Explanatory information includes a variety of information about the environment and other factors that might affect an organization's performance. For example, the Maintenance and District Operations Program's explanatory information could include data relating to the weather, terrain, or congestion. This type of information helps explain exceptional or unusual variations in performance indicators. Only the Sabine River Authority Program included two explanatory indicators. Only the Bridge Trust Operations Program has a quality indicator reported in the executive budget. Quality indicators measure excellence, according to Manageware. If quality indicators are not reported for programs, users of the executive budget may not be able to determine if expectations of customers, other stakeholders, and expectation groups are met. 
Recommendation 
4.13 DOTD arid OPB staff should work together to ensure that each program develops a mix of indicators that communicates perlinent program performance data for inclusion in future editions of the executive budget. Explanatory information should be included, where appropriate. 

Performance Data Not Presented in 1996-97 Executive Budget for Other Entities Receiving DOTD Funds The 1996-97 executive budget for DOTD did not include performance data for boards, commissions, and like entities recommended for funding. This is because DOTD was not required to include such im~ormation in its operational plan. The lack of performance data in the budget request decreases accountability for funds these entities receive through oversight programs. OPB revised the 1997-98 operational plan instructions to require the inclusion of such information in the operational plans, 
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As discussed in Chapter 3 and Exhibit 3-2, the legislature authorized funding of $548,035 in DOTD's 1996-97 appropriation for six boards, commissions, and like entities. As of August 1997, these entities had received a total of $493,782 of the authorized amount. The recommended budget for four of the six entities is reported in the executive budget financial information volume. However, the executive budget program information volume does not include any performance data or other infomaation concerning these four entities. DOTD's 1996-97 operational plan also does not include any performance data for these entities. OPB's 1996-97 operational plan instructions did not require state departments to include performance data for boards, commissions, and like entities that ultimately receive funds through oversight programs. However, OPB's revision for the 1997-98 operational plan now requires state departments' operational plans to include certain performance data for these entities. Specifically, OPl3's revisions require the operational plan to include an explanation for the need for the funds and performance indicators, showing the results achieved and services provided. Without such reporting, users may not be able to understand the intent, targets, and accomplishments of such entities. 
Recommendation 4.14 DOTD should include in the operational plan performance data for boards, commissions, and like entities requesting funding through DOTD's budget. Furthermore, OPB should include: this information in the executive budget program description. 
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Califi~mia, State of--California State Auditor. California Conservation Corps': Further Revisions WouM 1reprove lts Performance-Based Budgeting Plan. October 1996. Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundation. Effectiveness: Reporting and Auditing in the Public Sector. 1987. Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundatiolt Reporting and Auditing Effectiveness: Putting Theory lnto Practice. 1993. Craymer, Dale K. and Albert Hawkins. Texas Tomorrow: Strategic Planning and Performance Budgeting. October 1993. Florida, State of--Florida Transportation Commission. Performance & Production Review of the Department of Transportation Year-End t~T 1995/96. October 1996. Governmental Accounting Standards Board. Service Efforts and Accomplishments Reporting 1is Time Has Come--An Overview. September 1990. Governmental Accounting Standards Board. Service Efforts and Accomplishments Reportmg lts Time Has Come--Road Maintenance. February 1993. Governmental Accounting Standards Board. Service Efforts andAccomplishments Reporting lts Time Has Come.-Mass Transit. January 1991. Louisiana, State of--House Legislative Services. State andLocal Government in Louisiana: An Overview. December 1995. LouisJtana, State of--Office of Legislative Auditor. Boards, Commissions, andLike Entities Report to the Legislature. September 1996. Louisiana, State of--Orifice of Legislative Auditor. Louisiana's Planning, Budgeting, and Program Evaluation System. February 1995. Louisiana, State of--Office of Planning and Budget, Division of Administration. Manageware: A Practical Guide to Managing for Results. January 1996. Louisiana, State of--Office of Planning and Budget, Division of Administration, Manageware Strategic Management Manual for the State of Louisiana. November 1991. Louisiana, State of--Office of Planning and Budget, Division of Administration. State of the State 1996. 
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Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs/The University of Texas at Austin. Managing for Results: Performance Measures in Government. Conference Proceedings. March 1994 Minnesota, State of--Office ofthe Legislative Auditor. Comments on the Department of Transportation's 1993 Draft Performance Report. April 1994 Minnesota, State of--Office of the Legislative Auditor. Comments on the 1994Annual Performance Report of the Department of Transportation. January 1995. Minnesota, State of--Office of the Legislative Auditor. Comments on the Department of Transportation's1996 Biennial Performance Report. January 1997. Minnesota, State of--Office of the Legislative Auditor. Development and Use of l994 Agency Performance Reports. July 1995 Oregon, State of-Sec, retary of State Audits Division. Service Efforts andAccomplishments; (Report No. 95-33) August 31, 1995. Pennsylvania, State of--Legislative Budget and Finm~ce Committee. Performance Audit Department of Transportation Pursuant to Act 1981-35. June 1996. Portland-Multnomah County Progress Board. Portland-Multnomah County Benchmarks - Standards for Mectvuring Community Progress and Government Performance. January 1994. Texas, State of--Governor's Office of Budget and Planning. lnstructions for Preparing and Submitting Agency Strategic Plans for the 1992-1998Period. January 1992. Texas, State of--Governor's Office of Budget and Planning. Detailedlnstructionsfor Preparing and Submitting Requests for Legislative Appropriations for the Biennium Beginnings, September 1, 1993 - Executive, Administrative, Human Service and Selected Public Education Agencies. June 1992. Texas, State of--State Auditor's Office. Accurate and Appropriate Performance Measures Are the Foundation of Tomorrow's Texas. Februa~3~ 1992. Texas, State of--State Auditor's Office. Accurate and Appropriate Performance Measures Are the Foundation of Tomorrow's Texas. June 1992. United States General Accounting Office, Comptroller General of the United States. Executive Guide: Effectively Implementing the Government Performance and Results Act. June 1996. 
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Board of Registration for Professional R.S. 37:683 Examines, certifies, registers, and Engineers and Land Surveyors disciplines engineers and land surveyors in the slate. Placed within DOTD, as I provided in tLS. 36:803. :'Part :(% R.S. 38:2 requires the department to render A board of commissioners administers and all engineering, economic, and other operates each of the following pert advisory services within the scope of its commissions and had~r districts and function to port and terminal districts which regulates commerce and Iraflic in such a ilsJ?Jcilities allow. . . Also, R.S. 34:3452 manner as may be in the best interesl of requires the department to administer the the public. The boards have charge of and Port Construction and Development administer public wharfs, docks, sheds, Program, which is partially fimded from the and landings. The lmards are authorized Transportation Trust Fund to construct, acqnire, contract, and lease for the betterment of the perts. The boards may also charge reasonable fees to each vessel arriving in the port area. Abbeville Harbor and Terminal District, Board R.S. 34:333.2 administration of dislxict of Commissioners Alexandria Regional Port, Board of R.S. 34:335.2 administration of port Commissioners Assmnption Parish Port Commission ** tLS. 34:3241 administration of port Avoyclles Parish Port Coannission R.S. 34:1801 administration of port Caddo-Bossier Parishes Port Commission ILS. 34:3158 administration of port Calahoula Parish Port Commission R.S. 34:2152 administration of port Columbia Port Commission ILS. 34:1901 administration of port Concordia Parish Port Commission R.S. 34:1851 administration of port East Cameron Port Commission R.S. 34:2502 administration of port Grand Isle Port Commission ILS. 34:3251 administration of port Grant Parish Port Comnfission R.S. 34:2351 administration of port Greater Baton Rouge Port Commission R.S. 34:1221 administration of port Greater Krotz Springs Port Commission R.S. 34:1451 administration of porl Greater Lafourche Port Commission R.S. 34:1651 administration of port Jefferson Parish Economic Development and R.S. 34:2021 administration of dislrict Port District, Board of Commissioners Lafayetle Economic Development Authority R.S. 34:291 administrafionofaufltority Lake Charles Harbor and Terminal District, R.S. 34:202 administration of district Board of Commissioners Lake Providence Port Commission R.S. 34:1501 administration of port Madison Parish Port Commission ILS. 34:2402 administration of porl 
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Mermentau River Harbor and Terminal 1LS. 34:3222 administration of district District, Board of Commissioners Morehouse Port Commission* * R.S. 34:30(12 administration of porl Morgan City Harbor and Terminal District, ILS. 34:322 administration of district Board of Commissioners Natchitoches Parish Po~ Commission 1LS. 34:3151 administration of porl Pointe Cou!aee Port Commission R.S. 34:2452 administration of pmq Port of Iberia DistJict, Board of KS. 34:242 administration ofdistricl Commissioners Port of New Orleans, Board of Commissioners R.S. 34:1 administration of poll: Rapides Parish Port Conm'dssion ]LS. 34:3201 administration of pOll: Red River Parish Port Commission ILS. 34:3166 administration of pOrt South Louisiana Port Commission R.S. 34:2471 administration of pOrt South Tangipahoa Parish Port Commission R.S. 34:1951 administration of port St. Bernard Port, Harbor and Terminal R.S. 34:1702 adnunistration of district District, Board of Commissioners St. Tammany Parish Port Commission** R.S. 34:2001 administration of port Tensas Parish Port Commission R.S. 34:2282 administration of port Terrebonne Port Commission ILS. 34:2201 administration of pOrt Twin Parish Port District, Board of R.S. 34:1602 administration of district Commissioners Union Parish Port Commission** R.S. 34:3052 administration ofpon Vidalia Port Commission R.S. 34:1861and administration of port 34:3141 Vinton Harbor and Ternmml District, Board of R.S. 34:334.2 administration of district Commissioners Washington Parish Port Commission R.S. 34:3351 administration ofpOrt West Calcasieu Port, Harbor, mid Terminal R.S. 34:2101 administration of district District, Board of Con~tmissioners West Cameron Port Conmfission R.S. 34:2552 administration of port West St. Mary Parish Port, Harbor, and R.S. 34:334.32 administration of district Terminal District Board of Commissioners LeVee Distrlets i: R.& 38:306gives levee boards the authority A board of commissioners administers the to require DOTD-O~ce of Public Works to operations of each of the following lay off, furnish estimates, and perform all established levee districts. These boards engineering work necessary to the location, have the authority to locate, relocate, construction, and repairs of levees... . construct, maintain, extend, and improve all levees, embankments, seawalls, and other works to ensure the adequate protection of the districts' lands from damage by flood. 
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~I~e~i~c~u~ Alchafalaya Basin Levee District Board of R.S. 38:291 (A) administration of levees Commissioners Bossier Levee District Board of ILS. 38:291 (B) administration of levees Conmfissioners Caddo Levee District Boald of Commissioners R.S. 38:291(C) administration of levees East Jefferson Levee Distri~,l Board of R_S. 38:291(1)) admimstrafion oflevees Conunissioners Fifth Louisiana Levee District Board of 1LS. 38:291('E) administration oflevees Commissioners Grand Isle Independent Levee District Board R.S. 38:291(S) administration of levees of Commissioners Lafourche Basin Levee District Board of tLS. 38:29107) administration of levees Commissioners Lake ~3orgne Basin Levee District Board of ILS. 38:291(G) administration of levees Contmissianers Natchitoches Levee and D~ainage Dislrict tLS. 3g:291(H) administration of levees Board of Commissioners Ninett:enth Louisiana Levee District Board of R.S. 38:291(I) administration of levc:es Commissioners North Bossier Levee District Board of ILS. 38:291(J) administration of levees Cont~nissioners North Lafourche Conservation, Levee and R.S. 38:291(T) administration of levees Drainage Districl Board of Conunissioners Orleans Levee District Board of' R.S. 38:291(K) adnfinistration of levees Commissioners Pontchartrain Levee District Board of R.S. 3g:291(L) adnfinistration of levees Commissioners Red River, Atchafalaya and Bayou Beouf R.S. 38:291(M) adntinistration of levees Levee District Board of Conmtissioners Red Pover Levee artd Drainage District Board ILS. 38:291(N) administration of levees of Commissioners South Lafourche Levee District Board of R.S. 38:291 (P) ~dministrafion of levees Commissioners St. Tammany Levee I)istrict Board of tLS. 38:291(O) administration oflevees Commissioners** TensasBasinLeveeDis~ictBoardof R.S. 38:29 I(Q) administration of levees Commissioners West Jefferson Levee District Board of R.S. 38:291(R) administration of levees Comnlissioners Avia!ion Development Boar~ commissi0ns, and Like~Entiti~ Ascension-St. James Airporl anti R.S. 2:341 Created within the Exeeutive Department to Transportation Authori .ty, Board of acquire, construct, maintain, and operate Commissioners airports and airport tacilities, inchding both movable and immovable properly. 
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Louisiana Airport Authority Board of P,.S. 2:654 In a specified Southea.slem Region of Commissioners Louisiana, to provide airports, airport facilities, and improvements and access thereto, and assist public entities in constnmting, extending, rehabilitating, repairing, renewing, and maintaining of airports and airport facilities. Also, assists in financin~ of such needs. 
Bi-Stale Corridor Commission R.S. 48:1702 Initiates and coordinates research, studies, and gathering of information on the construction, expansion, improvement, or extension of a route from Sabine Parish through Arkansas and to the Oklahoma stale line. Creole Nature Trail Scenic Byway District, R.S. 48:1816 Stimulate economic development and Board of Commissioners tourism in the parishes (Calcasieu, C~tmeren, and Vermilion) traversed by the Creole Nature Trail Scenic Byway. Greater New Orleans Expressway Commission Articles of Constnlction, operation, and maintenance of Incorporation the expressway. In addition, the date, d October commission polices the Huey P. Long 1954 Bridge. Jean Lafittc Scenic Byway District, Board of R.S. 48:1832 Plan for the promotion, preservation, and Comnussioners beautification of Louisiana Highway 82 to stimulate economic development and tourism. Louisiana Western Corridor Coranfission R.S. 48:1682 Conduct research and gather information on the Western Corridor Project, to contract or perform work relating to the construction, expansion, and other related works of U.S. Highway 171. MISS-LA-TEX East-West Corridor R.S. 48:1752 Initiate or coordinate research, studies, and Commission gathering of information on the construction, expansion, improvemenl, or extension of the east-west corridor project (U.S. Highway 84 and Louisiana Highway 6) to stimulate economic development Mississippi River Parkway Commission R.S. 48:I01(A) Placed within DOTD to promote interest in and the development of the Great River Road and to serve in an advisory capacity to the DOTD. 
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_m Mississippi River Road Conmaission E.O. MJF 96-65 Serve in an advisory capacity to the consultant and several state departments in developing and implementing a master plan for improving the Mississippi River Road Corridor between Baton Rouge and New Orleans. Mississippi-Louisiana Bridge Construction R.S. 48:1107 Promote the col~truetion of a bridge Authority connecting the states of Mississippi and Louisiana at or nero Natchez, Mississippi, and Vidalia, Louisiana, and to establish a joint interstate authority to assist in these efforts. Compact is in effect until withdrawn by legislature or governor. Pointe Coupee-West Feliciana Bridge, Fern, Act 319 of 1977; Study the feasibility of establishing, and Tunnel Authority ILS. 48:1091.1 cotkstrtmting, acquiring, maintaining, administering, and operating toll bridge, tunnel, or ferly facilities across and under the Mississippi Riw~r between the parishes of Pointe Coulaee and West Fcliciana. Real French Destination Scenic Byway R.S. 48:2002 Develop and implement a plan to preserve, District, Board of Commissioners beautify, and promote the parishes (St. Landty and Lafayette) traversed by the Real French Destinstion Scenic Byway to stimulate economic development and tourism. Toledo Bend Forest Seeuic Drive Commission ILS. 48:1401 Implement a master plan for the preservation and be.autification of the scenic drive area. Tri-State Corridor Commission R.S. 32:1751 Conduct research studies pertaining to the four-lauing, construction, expansion, aud improvement or extension of Louisiana Highway 1 and provide for the long-tenu economic/industrial development and tourism development of the corridor area. United States Highway 71 Four-Lane Corridor R.S. 48:1824 Gather information on construction and Commission improvement of new roadways and bridgcs and the improvement or extension of existing roadways along U.S. Highway 71 between the Town of Krotz Springs and the City of Alexandria to increase tmLrism and economic development prospects. United Slates Highway No.65 Commission R.S. 48:1812 Initiate and conduct research studies and gather information on improvement or extension of existing roadways and bridges on Highway 65 in Louisiana. 
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Zachary Taylor Parkway Commission ] S.48i1804 To initiate and coordilmte studies for the construction of new roads and bridges aJ the extension and improvement of existi roads and bridges traversing the Louisia Highway 1 and Louisiana Highway 10 i corridor to stimulate lourism and economic development. War erTransportation;RegulatorY~a~d ~ev~opment ![~i~i~ ~'~ 7~ ~: ,,~,~~ Board of Examiners for New Orleans and R.S. 34:1042 Reports immediately to the governor all Baton Rouge Steamship Pilots for the cases of neglect of duty, habitual Mississippi River drunkenness, and gross violation of rule Upon referral by the governor, the board required to investigate the cases and rep its findings to the governor. Board of Examiners of Bar Pilots for the Port R.S. 34:942 Sets rules and regulations governing of New Orleans conduct of bar pilots, conducts investigations, takes disciplinaD, action, and administers examinations. Reports findings and conclusions to the governol Board of Morgan City, Berwick Port Pilot R.S. 34:1101 Makes whatever rules and regulations the?. Commissioners and Examiners may deem necossm3' for the purpose of regulating pilots. Conducts hearings an investigations and takes disciplinary aclJ relative to complaints of misconduct of pilots. Makes ~ecoramendations to the governor. Board of New Orleans and Baton Rouge R.S. 34:]049 Relative to complaints of misconduct ofm Steamship Pilot Review for the Mississippi bar pilot, formulates rules and regulatio~ Rivcr conducts hearings and investigations; a~ imposes fines, reprimands, removes pilo or suspends or revokes pilot commissian File accident reports with DOTD. Board of Review of the Associated Branch R.S. 34:962 Relative to complaints of misconduct of at Pilok~ for the Port of New Orleans bar pilot, formulates rules and regulatiot conducts hearings and investigations; a~ imposes fines, reprimands, removes pilo or suspends or revokes pilot commission File accident reports with DOTD. 
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Board of River Port Pilot Commissioners and 1LS. 34:1072 Establishes rules and regulations for Examiners regulating pilots, pilot associations, masters, and owners of vessels plying the navigable waters within the port's jurisdiction. Makes recommendations to the governor for the commission of new filots. Board of River Port Pilol Commissioners for R.S. 34:991 Formulates and dissentinates rules and the Port of New Orleans regulations establishing qualifications of river port pilots, provides for the examination and approval of apprentices, lakes disciplinary action, holds investigations, and evaluates and examines river port pilots. Reports findings and conclusions to the governor. Board of River Port Pilot Review for the Port R.S. 34:991.1 Reviews reports of the Board of River Port of New Orleans Pilot Commissioners, reviews complaints filed against pilots, lakes necessary disciplinary action, and files an annual report with DOTD regarding investigation of pilot incidents. Bulk Cargo Offshore Terminal Commission** ILS. 34:3301 Placed within DOTD to pronmte, plan, finance, develop, construct, control, license, regulate, supervise, operate, manage, maintain, ~md/or modify bulk cargo offshore terminal facilities within the jurisdiction of the state in order Io promote the econontic welfare of its citizens. DOTD's secretary is an ex officio nonvoting member of the board. Cane Waterway Conunission R.S. 34:3262 Establish, maintain, and operate the Cane River Waterway as a navigable waterway system, Governor's Task Force on Maritime Industry* E.O. EWE 92-23 Coordinates maritime activities for the State of Lodisiana and helps to develop additional business for the maritime industries of Louisiana. Jennings Navigation District, Board of R.S. 34:464 Improve the navigation on the Mermentau Commissioners River and other streams. Louisiana Maritime Development Authority, R.S. 51:2752 Stimulate and encourage the development of Board of Commissioners** maritime facilities tbr economic development. 
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~oaixls~ommtsslon~,~ancl~tge~t~ntJ tt~C/6n~ ~ ~i~ %- :~i~ Offshore Terminal Authority, Board of tLS. 34:3104 Placed within DOTD to promote, plan, Commissioners finance, develop, coi~struct, control, license, regulate, supervise, operate, manage, maintain mid/or modify offshore terminal facilities within the jurisdiction of said authority in order to promote the economic weffare of its citizens. Pilotage Fee Commissions ILS. 34:1121 A separate pilotage fee commission shall exist relative to each pilot association established and operating under state law. Each pilotage fee commission shall be nominally designated by the name of the association to which it relates, followed by "Fee Commission." Fixes and establishes reasonable and just fees and rates for: (a) Pilotage service to ships and vessels. (b) Pilotage service to ships in distress. (c) Extraordinary pilotage service. (d) A pilot being carded to sea unwillingly, which fee and rate shall include reimbm~ement for his return to pilot station. (e) The detention of a pilot. The Louisiana Public Service Commission is to resolve any disputes involving such fees. Red River Navigation District, Board of R.S. 34:444 Improve navigation on Red River. Commissioners Red River Waterway Commission R.S. 34:2302 Establish, operate, and maintain a navigable waterway system in the prescribed geographic area. Water Resources Development~BOards ~2omliflSSio~, and Like.:Enfiti~ Advisory Committee for the Regulation and R.S. 38:3098.6 Makes recomraendatians to DOTD on Conlxol of Water Well Drillers licensing, qualifications, and standards of conduct for those engaged in business of drilling water wells for underground water, or those abandoning water wells and holes in the state. 
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Anfite River Basin Drainage and Water R.S. 38:3302 Establishes adequate ~hainage, flood control, Con~ervation District, Board of and water resource development to include Commissioners but not be limited to construction of reservoirs, diversion canals, gravity and pumped drainage systems, and other flood control works. Bayou D'Arbonne Lake Watarshed District, R.S. 38:2554 Conservation of soil and water, developing Board of Commissioners natural resources, and the wealth of the district for sanitary, agricultural and recreational purpose:s, for the public health, safety, conw:nience or welfare or of public utility or benefit. Bayou DeSiard-Bayou Barlholomew Cut-Off ILS. 38:2751 Establish, maintain, and protect a favorable Loop Water Cunservation Board of Onachita level of fresh water in Bayou DeSiard and and Morehouse Parishes, Louisiana Bayou Bardiohimew Cut-Off Loop. Bayou Lafourche Fresh Water District, Board Act I13 of 1950 Furnishing fresh water from the Mississippi of Commissioners A~192of1952 River to incorporated entities along Bayou Act186 of 1970 Lafourche and within or adjacent to district boundaries. Black Bayou Watershed District, Board of R.S. 38:2824 Conserve soil and waler and develop the Commissioners natural resources and wealth of the district for eanfiary, agdculraral, and recreational purposes, for public health, safety, convenience or welfare or for public utility or benefit. Caddo Lake Watershed District, Board of R.S. 38:3087.73 Preserve, promote, and develop the wealth Commissioners and natural resources of the district by the conservation of the soil and water for agricultural, recreational, commercial, and sanitary purposes. Calcasieu Estuary Environmental Task Force* E.O. EWE 92-49; Establishes procedures and guidelines for E.O. EWE 92-91 protecting and improving the Calcasieu River Estuary System for the benefit of the natural enviromnent of the area to establish a positive relationship of the industrial users with the system Capital Area Groundwater Conservation R.S. 38:3072 Efficiently administer, conserve, develop, District, Board of Commissioners and supplement groundwater resources in East Baton Rouge, E~st Feliciana, Pointe Coupee, West Baton Rouge, and West Feliciana parishes. 
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Chaplin Lake District, Board of R.S. 33:9453 Adopt and enforce rules and regulations to Commissioners*~: improve and preserve the water quality and beauty of the waters and banks of Clmplin Lake. Claiborne Parish Watershed District, Board of R.S. 38:2865 Conserve soil and water and develop the Commissioners natural resources and wealth of the district for sanitary, agricultural, industrial, and recreational purposes, for public health, safety, convenience or welfare or for public utility or benefit. Cypret;s-Black Bayou Recreation and Water R.S. 38:2604 Develop the wealth and natural resources of Con.,;ervation District, Board of the district by the conservation of water for Commissioners agricultural, municipal, recreational, commercial, industrial and sanitary purposes. Franklin Parish Watershed District, Board of tLS. 38:2804 Conserve soil and water, develop the natural Commissioners resources and wealth of the district for sanitary, agricultural, industrial, and recreational purposes. Also provide for the protection agair~st and control of flooding in the district, for public health, safety, convenience or welfare or for public utility or benefit. latt Lake Water Conservation District, Board R.S. 38:3(185.2 Make available an ad~xluate fresh water of Commissioners supply for industrial and other consumption in the Grant Parish area. Jackson Parish Watershed District, Board of R.S. 38:2903 Conserve soil and water and develop the Commissioners natural resources and wealth of the district for sanitary, agricultural, industrial, and recreational purposes, for public health, safety, convenience or welfare or for public utility or benefit. Jacksno-Bienville Parishes Dugdemona R.S. 38:30(13 Conserve soil and waler and develop the Watershed District, Board of Commissioners natural resources and wealth of the district for sanitary, agricultural, industrial, and recreational purposes, for public health, safety, convenience or welfare or for public utility or benefit of the citizens of the State of Louisiana. John K. Kelly Grand Bayou Reservoir District, R.S. 38:27(14 Develop the wealth and natural resources of Board of Commissioners lhe district by the conservation of soil and water for agricultural, recreational, commercial, industrial, and sanitary purposes. 
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Kepler Creek Recreation and Water R.S. 38:3087.34 Preserve, promote, and develop the wealth Cor~servation District, Bckard of and natural reseurces of the district by the Commissioners conservation of the soil and water for agricultural, recreational, commercial, and sanitary purposes and by the regulation of aquatic plant growth. Lake Brain Recreation and Water ILS. 38:3087.94 Preserve, promote, and develop the wealth Conservation District, Board of and natural resources and conserve the soil Conunissioners and water of Lake Bntin for agricultural, recreational, commercial, and sanitary purposes and by regulation of aquatic plant growth. Lake Pontchartrain Sanitary District Board R.S. 38:3201 May adopt rules and regulations governing the discharge of drainage, sewerage, and trade waters into Lake Pontchartrain, and into channels which empty into the lake to prevent the ponution of the waters of Lake Pontchartraln. Mill (;reek Recreation and Water R.S, 38:3087.54 Preserve, promote, and develop the wealth Conservation District, Board of and natural resources of the district by the Commissioners conservation of the soil and water for agricultural, recreational, commercial, and sanitary purposes and by the regulation of aquatic plant growth. North Terrebonne Parish Drainage and ILS. 38:3342 Establish adequate drainage, flood control, Conservation District, Board of and water resources development in the Commissioners district by constructing reservoirs, diversion canals, gravity and pumped drainage systems, nmrsb management, and other drainage and conservation works. Poverty Point Reservoir District, Board of ILS. 38:3087.4 Placed within DOTD to develop the wealth Commissioners and natural resources of the district by the conservation of soil and water for agricultural, recreational, commercial, industrial, and sanitary purposes. t~pides Parish Sturmwater Management and R.S. 38:2042 Establish and perfect a comprehensive Drainage District, Board of Comrmssioners drainage and sturmwater management program. lied River, Atchafalaya River, and Bayou R.S. 38:1921 Provide a plan to address the drainage needs Bocuf Gravity Drainage District, Board of affecting this geographical area. To Commissioners encourage and facilitate the conservation and use of the district water resources for recreational and agricultural purposes and i for providing wildlife habitat. 
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Red River Compact Commission R.S. 38:20 Provide an equitable apportionment among the signatory states (Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, and Oklahoma) of the water of the Red River and its tributaries. Red River Development Board of Advisors** ILS. 51:2405 Created within the Department of Economic Development to provide assistance and advice to the Red River Development Council with restm~ to the development and implementation of a master plan for use of the fresh water supply of the Red River and the development area of the river. The DOTD secretary is a member of the board. Red River Development Council ILS. 51:2402 Created within the Department of Economic Development to develop a master plan for use of the fresh water supply of the Red River and the development area of the river. Red River Valley Area Council R.S. 51:2161 Created in DOTD, to advise the governor's Rural Development Council and other federal, state, and local officials of appropriate responses to development proiects in the Red River Valley. Sabine River Authority, Board of R.S. 38:2322 Placed within DOTD to conserve, store, Commissioners control, preserve, use, distribute, and related works of the waters of the Sabine River and its tribu 'laries. Sabine River Compact Administration R.S. 38:2329 Provide for an equitable apportionment 38:2330.2 between the states of Louisiana and Texas of the waters of the Sabine River and its tributaries. Sooth Terrebonne Parish Tidewater R.S. 38:3322 Establish adequate drainage, flood control, Management and Conservation District, and water resources development to Board of Commissioners include the eonstrm,'tion of drainage and flood control works. 
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Slate Soil and Water Conservation Committee R.S. 3:1204 Created within the Department of Agriculture to provide for the conservation of the soil and soil resources of this state, and for the control and prevention of soil erosion, and fur the prevention of floodwater and sediment damages, and for furthering the conservation, development, utilization, and disposal of water, and thereby to preserve natural resources, control floods, prevent impairment of dams and reservoirs, assist in maintaining the navigability of rivers and harbors, to preserve wildlife, pmteet public lands, and protect and promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the people of this state. Teche-Vermilion Fresh Walcr District, Board R.S, 38:3086.3 Establish, maintain, and protect a fresh of Commissioners water supply in Bayou Teehe and Vermilion River. Tri-Parish Drainage and Water Conservation R,S. 38:3362 Provide drainage and water conservation District, Board of Commissioners works in Pointe Coupee, lberville, and West Baton Rouge parishes. Wetlands Conservation and Restoration R.S. 49:213.3 Created within the OtIice of the Governor to Authority provide aggressive slate leadership, direction, and consonance in the development and implementation of policies, plans, and programs to encourage multiple uses of the coastal zone. To also achieve a proper balance between development and conservation, restoration, creation, and nourishment of renewable coastal resources. DOTD is a member of the Task Force crealed to assist in this effort. 
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~ ~q ~ ~- ~ ~%~ ~ ~ ~! :.~, ~ ~ ~ a ~t~, ~ ~:~, ~ liner-Agency Tmn,~o~ation Coordination , E.O. MJF 96-18, I Created within DOTD to make Committee E.O. EWE 92-38 recommendations to maximize use of transportation resomces and increase cost efficiency of providing transportation services by coordinating and consolidating the planning, funding, administration, and provision of public and specialized transportation. Louisiana High Speed Rail Transportation R.S. 48:108.1 Created within DOTD to develop a shorl Ad~sory Council and long range research program into the development of a cantralized and coordinated planning and permitting process for the location of high-speed rail lines and their construction, operation, financing, management, and maintenance in order to enhance the transportation system of this state and to insure that such lines produce raininml adverse effects on the environment and public health, safety, and welfare. Regional Transit Authority, Board of R.S. 48:1655 Plan, design, acquire, operate, maintain, and Commissioners administer a transit system within the New Orleans metropolitan area. River Parishes Transit Authority, Board of R.S. 48:1604 Plan, design, acquire, improve, operate, Commissioners maintain, and administer a transit system within the parishes of St. Charles, St. James, and St. John the Baptist. St. Mary Parish Mass "l'~ansil Authority, Board ILS. 48:1635 : Plan, design, acquire, improve, operate, of Commissioners maintain, and administer a mass transit system within St. Mary Parish. To develop and establish procedures endeavoring to prevent air contamination and water pollution within its jurisdiction. Southern Rapid Rail Transit Cummission R.S.48:1671 Placed within DOTD to investigate the feasibility of rapid transit service in the tri- slate area (Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama). Terrebonnc Parish Mass Transit Authority R.S. 48:1505 Plan, design, acquire, improve, operale, maintain, and administer a mass transit system wiflfin Terrebonne Parish. To develop and establish procedures endeavoring to prevent air contamination and water pollution within its jurisdiction. 
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Cabinel Advisory Group oil Economic ILS. 51:2383 Advise, coordinate with, and provide Dew~lepment research, informational, and staff support to the Louisiana Economic Developmenl Council upon the request of the council or its executive commiltee. DOTD's secretary is a member of the group. Hazard Mitigation Temn E.O. MJF 96-49 Established within the Military Department, E.O. 1VLlF 96..66, Office of Emergency Preparedness to E.O. EWE 92-69 identify hazard evaluation and mitigation E.O. EWE 92-90 measures to be incorporated into the recovery preces~ to ensure the preparations of the state will be adequate to deal with emergencies or disasters, following a state or presidential declaration of disaster. DOTD is a member of the team. Land Information Advisory Board** ILS. 50:172 Assist and advise the Division of Administration, Office of State Lands in providing technical advice to local governments on the development of land information mapping and records systems and the implementation of state standards. Louisiana Advisory Commission on RS. 24:802 Study and report on the existing, necessary, lntergovernmental Relations and desirable relationship between and among local governments and the state and other information relating to local government. The secretary of DOTD is a member of the committee. Louisiana Data Base Comlnission R.S. 39:291 Identify the policy and planning data needs of the state and other related duties. DOTD is a member of this commission that is placed within the Office of the Governor within the Division of Administration. l*uisi~ana Geographiclnformation Systems R.S. 49:1053 Centralize and coordinate geographically Council related data resources or network for data communication and exchange using available geographic infonnatian system (GIS) technology to eliminate duplication of effort and unnecessary redundancy in data collections and systems and to provide for integration of geographically related data bases tn facilitate the policy and planning purposes of the state of Louisiana. DOTD is one of 17 members of the council that is placed within the Louisiana Data Base Commission. 
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Othe~Relat~)l~unctnon~oaF~l~6n hmnssi.ons~m~dA ik~Enfitn~nt~t~ :~i~:~ ~,::~ :. Louisiana Highway Safety Conunission R.S. 48:1352 Created as a division of the Office of the Governor to develop and administer state highway safety programs. Louisiana Motor Career Advisory Committee R.S. 40:1486.1 Created within the Department of Public Safety and Corrections to provide advice and recommendations to agencies authorized to regulate, license, and tax the motor carrier industry. DOTD is a member of the committee. *These boards, commissions, and like entities ceased to exist in August 1996, in accordance with R.S. 49:215(C) **These boards, commissions, and like entities were abolished by Act 1116 of the 1997 Regular Session. Note: Some of the boards, comntissions, and like entities listed may be political subdivisions, to which R.S. 24:522 does not apply. These types of boards, cermrdssions, and like entities are listed for information proposes only. Source: Prepared by Legislative Auditor's staffusing the following sources: ~ Legislative Auditor's Policy and Quality Assurance Section September 1996 and April 1997, Boards, Commissions, and Like Entities Report to the Legislature ~ List of boards, commissions, and like entities provided by DOTD ~ DOTD's organization chart ~ DOTD's home page on the Internet ~ Louisiana House of Representatives House Legislative Services December 1995, State and Local Government in Louisiana: An Overview ~ Division of Administration, Office of Plmming and Budget Fiscal Year 1996-97, "Executive Budget and Governor's Supplementary Budget Recommendations Financial Information" ~ L,egislative Auditor's staff review of laws relating to DOTD 
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DOTD's Missions, Goals, Objectives, and Performance Indicators in the 1996-97 Executive Budge(: and Summary of Performance Data Analysis 
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Appendix D 
Laws Pertaining to DOTD That Are Outmoded and Should Be Considered for Repeal or Update 
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Appendix E 
Functions That DOTD Is Authorized or Required to Perform That Are Not Funded 
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M.J."MIKE" FOSTER, JR GOVERNOR 

STATE OF LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT P. O. Box 94245 Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-9245 

Dr. Daniel G. Kyle, CPA, CFE Legislative Auditor Post Office Box 94397 Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-9397 Dear Dr. Kyle 

FPc~NK M; Of ~'1 ON ~ --I~ECRET-AR y 
+ : 

The Department supports recent efforts by the legislative leadership to implement performance based budgeting. Many of the inadequacies of current performance measures were acknowledged before initiation of this audit. DOID took positive steps to improve our strategic plan and performance measures. To improve internal performance, the Department initiated a 12 month research project entitled "Development of Pefformanee Indicators for DOTD Programs", scheduled for completion in March of 1998. Included on the steering committee of this project are members of the Office of Plarming and Budget and the Legislative Fiscal Office. This effort and the Department's current management study (also ~:heduled for completion in March 1998) and proposed reorganization will address most of the xecommendations outlined in the audit. Some audit c~onclu~ons are speculative. Chapter 4 uses such inconclusive statements as "may not understand". The Executive summary again states "may not be use.ful" and "may not be efficiently and effectively operated". The Division of Administration and the Legislative Transportation Coxmnittees have a clear understanding of DOTD programs and are intimately involved in program development and the budget approval process. Recommendations for change will be adjusted as part of the research project mentioned above. The Department concurs with the reconmlendations regarding mmecessary boards and commissions. The Department would welcome efforts by the Legislature to address those entities identified in previous audit reports and Appendix B of this audit for elimination. The Department has made steady progress towards identifying and eliminating outmoded laws and functions. The audit was extremely thorough and well researched and provides much useful information. The Department will introduce Legislation in the next session (as it has in the previous sessions) to eliminate those items outlined in Appendix D. Similarly, the Department will submit legislation to address those items contained in Appendix E. Your staff is to be commended for mariner in which it conducted this audit. 
Secretary 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNI3Y EMPLOYER A DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE 

professional, cooperative 



 



M. J. "MIKE" FOSTER, JR. GOVERNOR 
October 30, 1997 

State of Louisiana DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET 

Daniel G. Kyle, Ph.D., CPA, CFE Legislative Auditor Post Office Box 94397 Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9397 

MARK C. ORENNEN SSlONER OF ADMINISTRATION 

Re: Analysis of Program Authority and Performance Data for Department of Transportation and Development 
Dear Dr. Kyle 
Thank you for including members of our staff in the process of your office's performance audit of the Department of Transportation and Development. 

r-- E=} 

The analysis provided in this report indicates that a careful and in-depth study was conducted. The report provides useful recommendations for the improvement of the department's planning and performance accountability. Information provided in the report will be valuable to our future work efforts. The I_ouisiana Government Performance and Accountability Act increases the need for performance accountability guidance to state agencies. Your analysis will provide the Department of Transportation and Development a valuable assist to comply with the Act. 
Sincerely 
Stephen R. Winham State Director of Planning and Budget 
SRW/GLD 

POST OFFICE BOX 94095 ~ STATE CAPITOL ANNEX ~ BATON ROUGE, LA 70804-9095 (504) 342~7005 ~ Fax (504) 342-7220 AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Report Organization The remainder of this report is divided into the following chapters and appendixes: Chapter 2 describes the Department of Transportation and Developmenl. This chapter gives the legal authority for the department and its progr~uns as well as other information that describes the department and related boards and commissions. 

Chapter 3 compares the missions and goals of the department and its programs as reported in the 1996-97 executive budget to their legal authority. In addition, this chapter discusses programs, functions, and activities within the department that appear to be overlapping, duplic~Dtive, or outmoded 
Chapter 4 gives the results of our comparison of DOTD's programs' missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators as reported in the 1996-97 executive budget to established criteria. In addition, this chapter discusses whether the objectives and performance indicators collectively provide useful information for decision-making purposes. Chapter 4 also gives the results of our review of performance reporting for boards, commissions, and like entities that were authorized funding in DOTD's 1996-97 budget. Finally, this chi~pter discusses DOTD's planning efforts and how those efforts are incorporated into the budget. Appendix A is a list of publications used for this audit. 
Appendix B is a listing of all boards, commissions, and like entities related to the department that we identified. 
Appendix C is a listing ofl)OTD's missions, goals, objectives and performance indicators shown in the 1996-97 executive budget. Appendix C also summarizes the results of our assessment of the performance data for each of DOTD's programs. Appendix D is a listing of outmoded functions that DOTD concurred should be considered for repeal or update 
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Appendix E is a listing of functions that DOTD is authorized or required to perform, but that DOTD agreed are not funded. Appendix F is the Department of Transportation and Development's response to this report. Appendix G is the Division of Administration, Office of Planning and Budget's response to this report. 
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Clhapter 2: Department Overview 
Chapter Conclusions 

Purpose and Organization 

DOTD is to develop and implement transportation and public works. For budgetary purposes, the department is composed of three offices and ten programs. For fiscal year 1997, the legislature appropriated to the department an operating budget of approximately $341 million and authorized almost 5,600 positions. An additional $659 million was appropriated from capital outlay for transportation and public works projects. 

R.S. 36:501 (B) directs DOTD to develop and implement state programs to ensure adequate, safe, and efficient transportation and other public works facilities and services. This includes transportation progr~ans for highways, airports, waterways, and mass transit as well as public works activities. An overview of DOTD's organization is presented in Exhibits 2-1 and 2-2 on the following two pages. According to Exhibit 2-1, DOTD is composed of six operational directorates, six special staffdivisions, Ifine districts, and seven boards and authorities. DOTD includes the Crescent City Connection Division and the Sunshine Bridge as boards and authorities. However, according to DOTD officials, these functions are not a board or authority, but operate more like a district ottice. In addition, Appendix B includes 144 additional boards, commissions, and like entities that relate to DOTD functions. 
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Exhibit: 2-2 DISTRICTS Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development 

ARKANSAS 

Source: l repamd by Legishlive ?alditor's staff u.ging ilfformalion obtained from Louisialta Departm~ll of Trar~portation and Development, Traffic and Planrting Division, July 1987. 
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According to DOTD data, the department's functions and responsibilities are extensive and include: Management of road and bridge design and construction Maintenance of 16,666 miles of state roads 
Maintenance of 7,766 stationary bridges on the state maintained system Operation and maintenance of I ] 3 "draw" type bridges on the state maintained system 
Operation and maintenance of 11 ferry crossings Administration of railroad safety program and construction management of over 3,000 crosswalks Planning of transportation Traffic engineering, including maintenance of over 600,000 signs and 3,000 traffic signals Testing of transportation related materials Transportation related weight enforcement and permits Testing of gasoline Management of public works construction Managernent of flood control and water resources design and construction Administration and construction management of the Port Priority Program (Louisiana has 25 active ports and threc additional ports in the planning phase.) Inspection and safety of dams Licensing and inspection of water wells Louisiana Transportation Research Center Administration and construction management of the Aviation Priority Progranl 
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ltistory in Louisiana 

Program Structure 

Inspections of over 400 airports and heliports Administration of the Public Transit Program 
Production of state maps 

Since 1910, when the legislature created the Office of State Highway Engineer, several reorganizations and other changes have occurred within DOTD. More recently, DOTD was reorganized along with all other state departments in 1977. The 1977 reorganization basically merged the prior Department of Highways, Department of Public Works, and several boards, commissions, and like entities into a single entity. Since 1977, the principal operational units (offices) of the department have experienced at least three organizational changes.l The legislature may make such changes to promote economy and efficiency of operations and eliminate duplication of effort. 

For budgetary purposes, DOTD's many functions and responsibilities are divided into three offices and ten programs.2 These programs are structured to reflect the basic services provided by DOTD. According to the General Appropriations Act of 1996, the department has a total of over 5,600 authorized positions. The offices, programs, authorized positions, and target clients or customers are shown in Exhibit 2-3 on the following page. Office of Secretary The Office of Secretary provides administrative direction and accountability for all programs of the department and contains the Offshore Terminal Authority. The Administration Program provides assurance lhat there is an adequate network of transportation facilities for the safe and efficient movement of 
' In addition, Ac11381 ofthe 1997 Regular Session reorganized DOTD's offices. Act 1381 of the 1997 Regular Session reorganized DOTD into four offices by dividing the Office of Engineering into the Office of Highway Engineering and the Office of Public Works and Internmdal Transportation. 
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Exhibit 2-3 Offices, Programs, Authorized Positions, and Clients Served Department of Transportation and Development Number of Authorized Office/Program Positions Target Clients or Customers Office of Secretary Administration Program 12 Other government agencies, the transportation industry, and the general public Offshore Ternfinal Authority 2 Oil industry and businesses and the general public that consume products made from crude oil Office of Management and Finance Support Services Program 323 Offices of the department Office of Engineering Highways Program 666 General public, especially the motoring public Bridge Trust Operations Program 278 General public and bondholders Water Resources Program 38 General public, ports, regional planning commissions and other local government and special districts Aviation Program 16 General public, especially those participating in aeronautic activities Maintenance and District 4,250 General public, especially the Operations Program motoring public Public Transportation Program 10 Eligible rural/elderly and physically challenged applicants, recipient agencies, railroad companies, and Metropolitan Planning Organizations Office totals * Sabine River Authority 61 Inhabitants of the Sabine River and Calcasieu River watersheds and all who use and enjoy the area Department total 5,656 *The Sabine River Authority was tramferred to the Ancillary Appropriations Funds for FY 1996-97, but is considered a DOTD program Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staffusing 1996 General Appropriations Act, state law, DOTD's operational olan. and the 1996-97 executive budeet. 
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people and goods. This program also oversees the management of Louisiana's water resources to protect the state's property. The Offshore Terminal Authority, within the Office of Secretary, issued a license in 1977 to the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port, Inc. (LOOP). The license authorizes LOOP to construct and operate offshore terminal facilities. This program provides oversight to ensure that the dictates of the license are followed. According to DOTD data, LOOP must maintain and operate the facility in a manner that mi~timizes adverse effects on public health, safety, or the environment. According to DOTD information, LOOP is the world's first and only deepwater port operating under United States (U.S.) and Louisiana licenses. LOOP provides tanker offioading and temporary storage services for crude oil transported on tankers too large for U.S. inland ports. According to DOTD sources, in 1995, LOOP handled over 250 million barrels of crude oil or 685,000 barrels ofoil per day. Office of Management and Finance The Office of Management and Finance performs administrative functions and is charged with administering all aspects of the Support Services Program. This program provides department-wide cooidination and financial services. These services include fleet management, budget, audit, legal, accounting, data processing, personnel, equal opportunity, purchasing, contract management, and safety. Office of Engineering The Office of Engineering contains the mission-related (transportation, development, and public works) programs of the department. This office administers programs for the planning, design, construction, operation, and maintenance of roads and bridges. In addition, this office also directs programs for water resources, aviation, public transportation, and railroads. The Highways Program is the largest program, in terms of financial resources. DOTD data outline the activities of this program as follows: Planning and design of highways including needs assessment, right-of-way acquisition, and environmental evaluation and clearance 
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The Aviation Program, within the Office: of Engineering, is required to administer programs of the state rel~Jted to and affecting aeronautics and aviation facilities. According to DOTD data, Louisiana has an extensive system of airport facilities. There are currently 73 public airports operating in the state. Seven of these airports schedule commercial passenger service. By far, the Maintenance and District Operations Program is the department's largest program in terms of authorized positions. According to DOTD data, the major activities ofthls program include: 

2 
3 

Upkeep, inspection, and improvement of 16,666 miles of roadways; 7,766 stationary bridges; 113 movable bridges; 11 ferry crossings; and 34 interstate rest areas Central repair of department vehicles and specialized heavy equipment Contract maintenance funding to augment district operations when needed The Public Transportation Program, within the Office of Engineering, administers programs of the federal Urban Mass Transportation Administration. This program provides capital assistance to private nonprofit agencies that provide transportation to the elderly and handicapped and for transportation services in rural areas. In addition, this program administers several federal railroad programs. Sabine River Authority The Sabine River Authority is considered a DOTD program even though it is not included in DOTD's 1996-97 general appropriation. For budgetary purposes, the Sabine River Authority program is included in the agency ancillary funds appropriations, as an enterprise fund. Enterprise funds account for operations that are financed and operated similar to a private business enterprise. As a result, this program's funding is generated from fees and self- generated revenues. R.S. 38:2321 et seq. created the Sabine River Authority in 1950. It was then added to the Louisiana Constitution of 1921 by Acts 1960, Number 646. This constitutional provision was continued as a statute by the Louisiana Constitution of 1974. The 
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Funding and Expenditure Data 

authority consists of an independent board placed within DO"I'D State law provides that the authority is to: . hnprove navigation on the Sabine River and its tributaries Provide adequate drainage and flood control within the Sabine and Calcasieu watersheds Use waters to provide recreation, irrigation, and attract industry Maintain an adequate water supply for agricultural, nmnicipal, domestic, and industrial use in the Sabine and Calcasieu watersheds Develop hydroelectric power Create a conservation and reclamation district 

DOTD is funded largely from a constitutional fund known as the Transportation Trust Fund (TTF). Created in 1989, this fund receives certain state fllel taxes for federal, state, and parish road and bridge improvements, flood-control, ports, airports, transit, traffic control, mid the payment of certain TTF obligations. Other revenues dedicated to the fund are federal highway funds and interest earnings of TTF. In addition, after first being used to repay any related debt obligations, the remaining motor vehicle license tax proceeds are deposited in TTF. The legislature appropriated $341 million for DOTD operations for fiscal year 1997. TTF, both regular and federal receipts, provided 78% of this total. In addition, the legislature appropriated almost $659 million in the capital outlay appropriation for highway and public works projects. TTF, both regular and federal receipts, represents about 66.2% of this amount. Together the two appropriations total $1 billion. Exhibit 2-4 on the next page shows a breakdown of DOTD's authorized funding sources. Exhibit 2-5 on page 30 presents a summary of DOTD's funding information by program. The exhibit includes each program's recommended allocation of authorized funding from the executive budget. It also includes each program's appropriation 
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from the general and capital outlay appropriations acts for fiscal year 1997. For comparison purposes, each program's actual expenditures are included for the fiscal year 1995-96. 
Exhibit 2-4 DOTD's Authorized Funding Sources For Fiscal Year 1996-97 (Amounts in Thousands) I ~Fundtn~ Source~ ~,~.~ ~:~,~l 0f Total Transportation Trust Fund - Regular 807 70.0% $184,391 28.0% Transportation Trust Fund - Federal Receipts 545 8.0% 252,000 38.2% Self-Generated Funds 171 10.3% 29,227 4.4% State General Fund 3 834 9.3% 37,800 5.7% Federal Receipts (other) 1 221 1.8% 46,680 7.1% lnteragency Transfers 192 .4% Statutory Dedications l 592 .2% General Obligation Bonds *'41,960 6.4% ] Transportation hffrastructure Model for / Economic Development (TIMED) 67,230 10.2% Other Miscellaneous ] 200 .0% ~ ~341~362 I00;0%: : $659,488 :100.0% *This exhibit does not include capital outlay funds considered to be appropriated to DOTD for ports and levee distrkas, and for other non-state entity projects related to ports, airports, roads, flood control, and infrastructure improvements and administered by DOTD under cooperative endeavor agreements. The exhibit also does not include funds DOTD is authorized to collect for administering these projects or for field engineering/ construction supervision. **This amount includes projeel amounts listed as priority 1 and 2 that the legislature authorized as payable from the proceeds available from the sale of general obligation bonds. It also includes those projects payable fiom the halance of general obligation bond proceeds previously allocated in a prior year Capital Outlay Act. However, this amount does not include a total of $59,410,000 in projects listed as priority 3, 4, and 5 thai the legislature authorized as payable from the proceeds availalde from the sale of general obligations bends. Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staffusing Act 17 of the 1996 Regular Session (i.e., General Appropriations Act); the 1996-97 Executive Budget Summary for operations amounts; and Act 45 of the 1996 Regular Session (i.e., Capital Outlay Appropriations Act) for capital outlay amounts. 
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Exhibit 2-5 Actual Expenditures ~nd Allocation of DOTD's Authorized Funding to Programs (Amounts in Thousands) '~l~Exe~hve;!~)]! '!~,,'i7<0 !i!i~ii~i:!ili I!!~!!~7~! i ! ;i f~(:~ ); i i I#)!!i~ Budget~Re~uest~i~ <*<: ~" i: 

;~i,,~ll/Olli~rop~rmff! i~! Ii!~:!~!~] ~Operaii0ni) [ D ; i997 : Office of Secretary Adminis~ation Program $646 $830 $718 Louisiana Offshore Terminal Authority 114 115 115 : ::', ~'~ !?i$760 Office of Management and Finance Support Services Progrmn $27,505 $29,515 $29,515 
Office of Engineering Highways Program $60,998 $68,277 $50,993 $544,182 Bridge Trust Operations Program 12,675 13,725 13,725 Water Resources Progrmn 2,379 2,553 2,903 52,765 Aviation Program 724 884 884 54,100 Maintenance and District Operations Program 199,096 313,904 235,834 8,441 Publie Transportation Program 5,118 6,675 6,675 <$659,488 $659,488 *Sabine River Authority $4,179 $4,996 $5,021 $2,500 *The Sabine River Authority was transferred to the Aucillary Appropriations Funds for FY 1997, but is considered a DOTD program. **This amount includes project amounts listed as priority 1 and 2 that the legislature authorized as payable from the proceeds available from flae sale of general obligation bonds, as further explained in Exhibit 2-4. Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staff using the executive budget for fiscal year 1997; Act 17 of the 1996 Regular Session (i.e., General Appropriations Act) and the Executive Budget Summary for fiscal year 1997 to calculate DOTD's operations totals; the state's Supplemental Information to the Comprehensive Annual Fitmncial Report for the year ended June 30, 1996, to determine actual expenditures; and Act 45 of the 1996 Regolar Session (i.e., Capital Outlay Appiopriations Act) to determine DOTD's capital outlay totals. 



Chapter 3" Analysis of Program Authority 
Chapter Conclusions 

Program Missions and Goals Consistent Wi|h State Law 

DOTD's programs' missions and goals in the 1996-97 executive budget are consistent with the state laws establishing the programs. However, two of the three office descriptions in the executive budget do not completely correlate with state law. In addition, the legal citations in the executive budget for program authorization are not always accurate and complete. Therefore, users of the executive budget cannot place total reliance on the accuracy of this information. In addition, the operations of six boards, commissions, and like entities funded through DOTD's 1996-97 operating budget appear to be consistent with legislative intent. As a result, there is some assurance that the appropriated funding to these entities will be used for authorized purposes. Some of DOTD's authorized activities are outmoded and others have not been funded. State law requires agcucies to report to the legislature outmoded and unfunded activities. However, DOTD has not thoroughly reviewed and reported these conditions. The legislature may not make informed decisions on program funding or service delivery without such information. There are programs and functions within DOTD that potentially overlap aud duplicate each other. There are also some DOTD programs that may overlap and duplicate programs of other state agencies, boards, commissions, and like entities. As a result, there may be some DOTD functions that are not efficiently anti effectively operated. 

Program Missions and Goals Reported in the 1996-97 Executive Budget Are Generally Consistent With Legislative Intent All program missions and goals included in the 1996-97 executive budget are generally consistent with legislative intent, as expressed in state law. As a result, users of the executive budget can rely on these program missions and goals. 
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Exhibit 3-1 as shown below and on the following pages is a summary of the state laws describing the purposes of DOTD programs in comparison to the stated missions aud goals in the executive budget. We found that all the stated missions and goals are supported by state law. However, as discussed further in Chapter' 4, the three programs listed below did not include either a mission or a goal in the budget document. Maintenance and District Operations program mission statement Offshore Terminal Authority goal statement Sabine River Authority goal statement As a result, users of the executive budget may not have complete information to understand these I)OTD operations. 
Exhibit 3-1 Legal Basis for Programs Department of Transportation and Development .:?i~:(!i Program~/,!:i!iii! ffromtlie 1996~97 Ex~ve ~: i~ 2,,i~ ; Adminislration Mission: Provide administrative R.S. 36:504(A)(4) "Organi~e, plan, supervise, Pro~-am direction and accountability for all direct, administer, execute, programs under the jurisdiction of and be responsible for the the Department of Transportation functions and programs and Development (DOTD), and to vested in the departmenl..." provide related communications between the department and other R.S. 36:51M(A)(6) % . .cooperate with the agencies of the government, the federal government and with tramlmrtafion industry, and the other state and local general public. agencies..." Goal: Provide the level of administrative direction which will R.S. 36:504(B)(2) "Appoi nt...advisory ensure the DOT]) programs are councils, boards, at~l managed so as to provide the commissions... optimtun benefits and services to the public within the constraints of available funding and applicable regulatious. 
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Exhibit 3-1 Legal Basis for Programs Department of Transportation and Development 

Louisiana Mission: The Superport isvital te R.S. 34:3101(A) "...to promote, plan, finance, Offsl~ore the state's economy and must be develop, construct, control, Terminal maintained to provide continued license, regulate, supervise, Authority safe and environmentally protective operate, manage, maintain operation. It is the responsibili .ty of and/or modify offshore this program to ensure this by terminal facilities within the overseeing the activities of the port jurisdiction of said authority and by pruviding financial in order to promote the capabilities to fund needed econmnic welfare of its maintenance or construction, citizens..." Goal: None provided in the R.S. 34:3101(B)(6) "...assert and protect exo=mive budget. Louisiana's economic, social, and environmental interests in the development of any offshore terminal facilities outside the state of Louisiana..." Support Services Mission: Define, procure, and R.S. 36:506(B) "...be responsible for Program allocate resources necessary to accounting and budget support the activities of a control, procurement and departmenl with an annual budget contrac~t management, data of approxinmtely a quarter of a processing, management and billion dollars, and with over 5,500 program analysis, personnel employees. management, and grants Goal: Provide the other DOTD numagement for the programs with efficient and department and all of its offices..." effeclive support services to assisl in achieving their specific missions and objectives. Highways Mission: Develop and maintain a R.S. 36:.507(B) "...establishment, design, Program safe, cost-effective and efficien! construction, extension, highway system to satisfy the needs improvement, repair, of the motoring public. maintenance, and regulation Goal: Provide the safest, most cost- of roads, highways, effective and efficient highway expressways, bridges,..." system possible with given resources. 
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Exhibit 3-1 Legal Basis for Programs Department of Transportation and Development 

~eatdd or:~A~ib~ :% Bridge: Trust Mission: Provide safe and reliable R.S. 36:507(A) "...administer the programs Operations transportation over rivers and other of the state relating to...the Program waterways lo as many people as development and possible, as efficiently as possible, establishment of...water and in as pleasant an environment transportation systems..." as possible. Goal: Maintain current R.S. 36:507(B) "...the establishment, transportation systems in an design, construction, extension, improvement, efficient nmnner. repair, maintenance, and regulation of...bridges..." R.S. 36:504(A)(9) "Have absolute conUol over the Mississippi River Bridge Authority..." Waler Resources Mission: Provide for the effective R.S. 36:507(C) "...perform the public works Program administration and implementation functions of the state, related of prujecls relating to controlling, to flood and drainage control, developing, conserving, and the flood plain management protecting Louisiana's water program, reclamation, water resources to meet the current and resources, soil conservation, future needs of the citizens of the land surveying and mapping, state. disaster relief, and relaled Goal: Provide Louisiana citizens functions" with water resources to meet their co~rent and future needs in a flood free environment. Aviation Mission: The general oversight of all R.S. 36:507(A) "...administer the programs Program aeronauti~:al activities within the of the state relating to and state. affecting aeronautics and Goal: Address in a timely, efficient, aviation facilities within the and productive basis all of the state..." aeronautiCal and airport developmenl needs of Louisiana. 
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Exhibit 3-1 Legal Basts for Programs Deparlment of Transportation and Development !~ ~t ~! froml ~ r 

Maintenance and Misaion: None stated in the R.S. 36:507(B) "...a&~finister the programs District ex~xa~tivc budget. of the state relating to Operations the . . . repair, maintenance Program Goal: Maiutain a safe, cost effective ~ . .of roads, highways, and efficient highway system; expressways, bridges..." maintain and operate the deparlmem's fleet of ferries; R.S. 48:259 "...maintain the highways maintain the passenger vehicles and forming the state highway SlX~-ialized heavy equipment, system, together with other facilitit,~s of the depart- ment..." R.S. 48:35 % . .adopt minimum safety standards with respect to highway and bridge... maintenance..." Pubfic Mission: Provide for cost-effective R.S. 36:507(A) "...adnfinister the progran~s Transportation anti efficient management of of the state relating to and Program various federally-funded programs affecting...the development in order to nmmmize the benefits of and establishment of public such programs to Louisiana mass t~ansit, railroad " citizens. Goal: Provide Louisiana with R.S. 48:212(D) "...agreements with the economical, efficient, and effective federal govenmaent...for transportation systems in the public the pro-pose of establishing transit and rail transportation and administering a railroad safety and inspection modes. progra, m... R.S. 46:2200 "...establish and administer a program to provide assistance to applicants eligible under the provisions of...the federal Urban Mass "Framportation Act of 1964..." 
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Exhibit 3-1 Legal Basis for Programs Department of Transporl~tion and Development ~ @~i~~ ~ ~Amoorlty ,~ Sabine River Mission: Provide for economic R.S. 38:2321 et "...improving navigation on Authority utilization and preservation of the seq. , also, the Saliine River and its wate[s of the Sabine River and its Louisiana tributaries, providing for tributaries by promoting economic Constitution of adequate drainage and flood developmant, irrigation, navigation, 1921 Art. 14, control within the Sabine imprewed water supply, drainage, Sec. 45 continued River and Calcasieu River public recreatian, and hydroelectric as statute by watersheds; utilizing the power for the citizens of Louisiana. Louisiana waters of the Sabine Goal: None stated in the executive Constitution of River...for the purpose of 1974 Art. 14, providing recreation and budget. Sec. 16 irrigation, and of attracting industry...; maintaining an adequate water supply for agricultural, municipal, domestic, and industrial use in the Sabine and Calcasieu River watersheds, and for the development of hydroelectric power... Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staff nsing the fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget and applicable legal provisions. 

Executive Budgel Office Descriptions Not Consistent With State Law 
Requirements of State Law Not Fully Identified in Executive Budget The descriptions of the Office of Management and Finance (OMF) and the Office of Engineering in the executive budget do not completely correlate with state law. Therefore, users of the executive budget may not understand all of the offices' mandated functions. R.S. 36:506(B) charges the director of OMF with responsibility for accounting, budget control, procurement, contract management, and data processing for the department. State law also requires this office lo conduct management and program analysis, personnel management, and grants management for the department and all of its offices. 
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Functions included in state law that are not affirmed in the 1996-97 executive budget description for OMF are: Program analysis Chants management However, these', functions are performed, according to DOTD's operational plan. As a result, the user of the executive budget may not know that this office also performs these functions State law also requires the Office of Engineering to design, construct, extend, improve, repair, maintain, and regulate state roads, highways, expressways, and bridges. This office is to conduct these activities for aviation, public transportation, public mass transit, railroad and water transportation systems. Finally, state law requires this office to perform public works functions of the state related to flood and drainage control, reclamation, water resources, soil conservation, land surveying and mapping, disaster relief and related matters. We found that the executive budget's overall description of the programs within the Office of Engineering generally parallels the law with one exception. The description does not include information about the public transportation, public mass transit, and railroad functions thai are specified in the law. However, the executive budget does include an established program for these functions within the Office of Engineering Hence, readers may be confused about what programs are included in this office. 

Recommendation 
3.1 OPB should revise the executive budget descriptions of the Office of Management and Finance and the Office of Engineering. This is to ensure they completely reflect the related activities described in law. 
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Executive Budget Programs' Authorization Needs Revision 

Legal Citations in the Executive Budget Not Accurate and Complete Most of the programs' legal authorization shown in the 1996-97 executive budget are incomplete and some are inaccurate Users of the executive budget may be misdirected by this incomplete and inaccurate information. The executive budget shows the legal provisions that authorize each program. OPB instructs the departments to cile each program's primary constitutional, statutory, or other references in their operational plans. These citations include applicable executive orders, administrative code provisions, federal laws, or court orders. The executive budget contained inaccurate and incomplete legal citations for three of the ten DOTD programs as follows: 
Louisiazla Offshore Terminal Authority's legal authorization cites R.S. 34:310 in both the operational plan and the executive budget. Yet, we found R.S. 34:3101 to be the accurate authorization. Maintenance and District Operations program's legal authorization in the executive budget specifies R.S. 36:507A; R.S. 2:1, 5-17, 81-7, 801-13[sic]. However, the provisions of Title 2 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950 pertain to aeronautics and not to the upkeep of roads, bridges, and ferries. However, DOTD's operational plan includes reference to Title 48 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950 (roads, bridges, and ferries). We fimnd R.S. 36:50703), 48:259, and 48:35 to be the more accurate and relevant citations for this program. Sabine River Authority includes reference to R.S. 38:509(o), 801 [sic] in the executive budget when tile reference should be to R.S. 36:509(0) and 36:801.1. The department's operational plan includes citation of several other provisions that are not included in the executive budget. 
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Boards, Commissions, and Like Entities Operate Consistently With State Law 

Most of the other seven programs' legal citations are essentially accurate, hut are not complete. Wiflaout accurate, relevant, and complete legal citations, users of the executive budget may be mislead by the information reported. 
Recommendation 3.2 OPB and DOTD should work together to ensure that all legal citations in the executive budget and the operational plan are accurate, complete, and relevant. 

Operation of State Funded Boards, Commissions, and Like Entities Appear to Be Consistent With Legislative Intent 
The six boards, commissions, and like entities that received state funding through DOTD's 1996-97 appropriation appear to operate consistently with state law. There is some assurance that appropriations to these entities will be used for purposes authorized in state law. State law requires state funds to be spent for the purpose specified in the appropriation act. As part of DOTD's 1996-97 appropriation, $548,035 was to be used by six boards, commissions, and like entities. As of August 1997, $493,782 has been received by these entities. These entities are not considered programs, but are included witlfin DOTD's existing programs. Exhibit 3-2 on the next page summarizes information relating to these entities. Appendix B notes the purpose for which these entities were created. According to information we obtained, the activities conducted by these entities are generally consistent with the underlying assumptions in the enabling legislation. Therefore, these entities plan to use appropriated funds in accordance with legislative intent. 
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Exhibit 3-2 Boards, Commissions, and Like Entities Appropriations For Fiscal Yem" 1997 

/ I Water Resources Program $75,000 $75,000 State General Fund Poverty Point Reservoir [ District Board of 1 Conunissioners Red River Compact Commission Water Resources Program 550 550 State General Fund Sabine River Compact Commission I Water Resources Program 31,000 28,232 ! State General Fund Soutber~ Rapid Rail Transit Public Programortation 66,485 15,000 State General FUrd Cotamission 
* /unite River Basin Draitmge I Water Resources Progxam 275,000 275,000 State General Fund and Water Conservation District Board of Commissioners * Zachary Taylor Parkway I Admims~afion Program 100,000 I00,000 State General Fund District Board of Commissioners 
appropriations act, Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staff nsing i~ffonnation from the fiscal year 19~ executive budget mad Act 17 of the 1996 Regular Session (i.e., General Appropriations Act) and infurmation prepared by DOTD. 

Internal Reviews of Authorized Activities Not Effectively Used 
Some of DOTD's legally authorized powers, functions, or duties are inconsistent with current law for transportation and public work activities. There are also other authorized activities that have not been funded. The legislature has provided several methods in law for agencies to report such situations for legislative consideration, However, DOTD has not thoroughly reviewed and reported these types of conditions. When such information is not reported, it makes it difficult for lawmakers to be responsive to the needs of the people of Louisiana. It also weakens the department's capacity to effectively, efficiently, and econonfically administer state programs. 
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Some Authorized Activities Are No Longer Needed or Should Be Updated Some of DOTD's authorized powers, functions, or duties are outmoded and inconsistent with current transportation and public work activities. DOTD has not reported such matters to the legislature, as required by state law. Therefore, the legislature may not fully understand the functions DOTD performs. Our review of the legal authorization for program operations disclosed 20 activities, provided by law, that appear to be outmoded. DOTD gave us reasonable explanations for seven of the activities to support the need for the activity. Appendix D summarizes 12 required or authorized activities that are outmoded. DOTD differed with our opinion on one other activity as described in Appendix D. There may be other outmoded provisions of law that were not apparent in our review. In addition, legal provisions for the Offshore Terminal Authority need to be updated. The legislature created the Offshore Terminal Authority as a state agency to be governed by a board. The legislature placed the authority within DOTD. The Legislative Auditor's September 1996, "Boards, Commissions, and Like Entities Report to the Legislature," stated that a board does not exist. Instead the governor appoints an executive director to be responsible for Louisiana's oversight of the facility in coordination with DOTD. The Senate confirms the appointment. As described in Chapter 1, the "sunset review" is a process the legislature uses to review and evaluate the operations of state statutory entities (i.e., departments). As part of the process, a legislative standing comrnittee requests the department to provide certain information. This information includes the powers, functions, or duties that, in the department's opinion, are inconsistent with current or projected public needs and should be terminated or altered. 
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The sunset review information is due three years before the department's termination date. Since DOTD's termination date before the 1997 session was July 1, 1998,1 this information should have been identified and reported before our inquiry and review. However, a DOTD official said DOTD did not identify any such information for the sunset review. Likewise, DOTD could have also identified such information in July 1996. As part of the internal/external assessment in the strategic planning process recommended by OPB, the entity is supposed to identify authorized or mandated programs or activities that are not being carried out. DOTD conducted an internal/external assessment in June 1996, in preparation for the update of the DOTD strategic plan in July 1996, but did not identify such information. 
Finally, before our review of the legal basis for missions and goals, we requested DOTD provide us with a list of any outmoded statutory or constitutional program mandates. DOTD officials responded that they were not aware of any outmoded mandates. As a result, DOTD has not conducted a thorough analysis of its powers, duties, and functions to identify and report areas of law that are outmoded or need to be updated. Some Legislative Requirements Not Funded and Not Reported DOTD has not implemented some legislatively authorized activities because of a lack of funding. State law requires such information to be reported as part of the annual budget request submitted to OPB. DOTD has not reported any such activities to the legislature. As a result, lawmakers may be unaware that activities have not been implemented. Our review of the legal authorization for missions and goals disclosed 18 functions DOTD is authorized to do that are not reported in the executive budget. DOTD provided us with reasonable explanations for 13 of the activities to support that the functions are incorporated into DOTD programs. However, Appendix E summarizes five functions that DOTD said are not 
' DOTD was re-crealed during the 1997 Regular Session by Acts 1027 and 1259. However, these two Acts conflict as to the next termination date. According to Act 1259, DOTD's statutory authority shall cease as of July 1, 2000. According to Act 1027, DOTD's statutory authority shall cease as of July 1, 2002. 
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being done because of lack of funding and other reasons. There may be other authorized functions not performed that were not apparent in the review we conducted. In addition to the provisions discussed in the prior section, R.S. 49:191.1(A) states: ~..each budget unit of the state shall cornpile a listing of all legislatively authorized programs and Acts of the legislature directing any activity to be administered by such budget unit for which implementing funds were not appropriated in the prior fiscal year... As discussed in Chapter l, OPB has prescribed procedures and forms referred to as the "Sunset Review Budget Request Supplement" (BRS) forms. In particular, the BRS-I requests the agency to report "Legislatively Authorized Actixities Currently Unfunded." OPB requested agencies to complete these forms in their budget requests for fiscal years 1997 and 1998. For the fiscal year 1997, DOTD responded it was not aware of any program activities that fall into this category. For the fiscal year 1998, DOTD did not complete the form. According to DOTD officials, the form was not completed because it did not apply. As a result, DOTD has not made an effort to identify and report authorized activities that are not being carried out. Therefore, the legislature may not be aware that some authorized activities are not being performed. 
Matters for Legislative Consideration 3.1 The legislature may wish to consider legislation to repeal or update the provisions found to be outmoded and not implemented, as detailed in Appendixes D and E. 
3,2 The legislature may wish to remove provisions of R.S. 34:3104 creating the board of commissioners for lhe Offshore Terminal Authority and instead provide for the appointment of an executive director. 
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Potential Overlapping and Duplicative Functions ]Identified 

Department Recommendation 3.3 In accordance with state law, DOTD should thoroughly review and report to the legislature the following conditions: Authorized activities that are no longer needed (i.e,, outmoded functions) ~ Legislative requirements not implemented 

Our review indicates that there may be some DOTD functions that are not efficiently and effectively operated State law provides for the continuing reorganization and consolidation of departments and programs. This is to ensure a structure that will eliminate to the fullest practicable extent duplication of effort within the executive branch. Five Functions Identified as Potentially Overlapping or Duplicative Witlnin DOTD We identified five functions that appear to be overlapping or duplicative within DOTD. To ensure effective and efficient operations, state law requires each department to annually study its operations, Because of the potential overlap or duplication, some programs or major functions may use funds for the same or similar purposes. There are two programs that appear to perform different functions for the same or similar purposes (i.e., overlap). 

2 
Both the Office of Management and Finance and the Office of Engineering - Maintenance and District Operations Program conduct equipment rnanagement functions that may overlap. 
The Office of Management and Finance, Highway Progranl, and Maintenance and District Operations Program perfulm functions relating to contracts thal may overlap. 
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Different programs also perform three major functions that appear to be for the same or similar purposes (i.e., duplication of effort). 

2 

3 

The Office of Engineering - Highways Program maintains the highway system and also provides district operations for maintenance, according to the executive budget. This seems to duplicate the Maintenance and District Operations Program executive budget description. The function of bridge maintenance and inspection is described in the operational plan in both the Highways Program and the Maintenance and District Operations Program. This may be duplicative. The functions of flood and drainage control and conservation of the Sabine River Authority seem to duplicate these functions in the Water Resources Program The depaa-tment has hired a consultant to conduct an organizational study. According to the request for proposals, the study is to include a review of the existing possible organizational structural deficiencies. This includes duplication of effort and overlapping and inessential functions. The study is scheduled for completion in 1998. These potentially overlapping or duplicative functions could mean that DOTD is spending more time, money, and effort in delivering services than is necessary. However, because it was not within the scope of this audit, we did not conduct individual program evaluations to determine if overlap or duplication is actually occurring. We can only state apparent areas of overlap or duplication based on our limited review. Possible Areas of External Overlap and Duplication There are several areas where possible overlapping functions and duplicalion of effort might exist among DOTD and other state departments, boards, commissions, and like entities. As a result, public funds may be used for the same or similar purpose among these entities. 
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The Public Transportation Program appears to contain overlapping functions with several other state agencies, such as the Department of Social Services, Department of Health and Hospitals, and others. Currently, there are two efforts in the state that are looking into ttfis issue. 

2 

The governor created the Inter-agency Transportation Coordination Committee to make recommendations to maximize use of transportation resources and increase the efficiency of providing transportation services. The recommendations are to include coordination and consolidation of the planning, funding, administration, and provision of public and specialized transportation. As a result of the recent welfare reforms, transportation issues are a major concern and are being reviewed. There are mJmerous federal, state, and local agencies charged with safeguarding, controlling, and dew,qoping water resources. For example, R.S. 36:507 requires DOTD to perform various public work functions including soil conservation and water resources. Likewise, R.S. 36:628 (G) requires the Department of Agriculture and Forestry - Office of Soil and Water Conservation to perform the functions of the state relating to soil and water conservation. DOTD's Water Resources Program is also charged with coordinating and overseeing water resource development activities. We identified approximately 149 boards, commissions, and like entities relating to DOTD, as shown in Appendix B. These entities perform various functions similar to DOTD. Further study is necessary to determine whether these boards, commissions, or like entities perform overlapping or duplicative functions. A study is also needed of the various types of pilot boards for possible overlap and duplication of effort. Pilot boards make rules and regulations that are necessary for the purpose of regulating river pilots, pilot associations, and masters and owners of vessels plying the navigable waters of Louisiana. Pilots have a legal duty to pilot sea-going vessels from a designated port to another designated location. As shown in Appendix B, state law includes numerous types of pilot boards with some reporting to the governo~ and some to the DOTD. 
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Chapter 4" Analysis of Performance Data 
Chapter Conclusions Overall, DOTD's missions, goals, objectives and performance indicators reported in the 1996-97 executive budget do not provide sufficient information to users of this document with whicln to judge the overall performance of DOTD or of the individual programs. Some programs lack mission or goal statements while other progra~ms' mission and goal statements arc incomplete. When missions and goals are not adequately disclosed, users of the executive budget may not understand the program's purpose, clientele, or activities. Most of I)OTD's objectives statements are not measurable and timebound and do not address all the major program functions. Accordingly, the majority of performance indicators do not measure progress toward objectives. Thus, when collectively considering the objectives and indicators, users of the executive budget cannot evaluate DOTD's performance in meeting the state's transportation and public works needs. 

In addition, there is not a balanced mix of the various types of indicators. Only one of the programs includes an efficiency indicator, nine programs do not have any quality and explanatory indicators, six programs have no input indicators, and four programs do not have any outcome indicators. A complete mix of indicators is necessary to evaluate program performance or make informed budgetary decisions. Althougb DOTD has a strategic plan, the strategic plan, operational plant, and budget request are not consistent with each other. Coordination between the planning and budgeting processes is essential to properly communicate missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators. It also ensures that plans reflect the available resources. Performance data are not reported in the 1996-97 executive budget for boards, commissions, and like entities that requested funds through DOTD's budget. The lack of performance data in the budget request decreases accountability for funds these entities receive. OPB has addressed this issue by requiring such reporting for the 1998 fiscal year. 
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Strategic Planning Numerous Strategic and Long-Range Plans Exist DOTD has developed numerous strategic and long-range plans. Strategic planning helps agencies system~Jtically develop plans that emphasize the future and establish mechanisms to measure results. According to Manageware, strategic planning should lead to resource allocation. Thus, strategic planning should provide useful performance data for inclusion in the executive budget. According to I)OTD officials, the department began strategic planning when the program budgeting law was enacted in fiscalyear 1989. Sincethat time, strategic plans have been updated in 1992 and 1996. DOTD officials said that every plan is an improvement over the prior plan. 

DOTD's strategic planning is based on its organizational structure and not its program structure. The department uses an automated system to help formalize, communicate, and monitor the strategic planning process. The system includes all the components of the strategic planning process, except development of performance indicators. According to DOTD officials, performance indicators and resource allocation are the weak areas in this process. Accoldingly, DOTD hired a consultant to help develop performance indicators. In October 1995, DOTD also submitted to the legislature a 25-year intermodal transportation plan. The department solicited input from other government agencies and the private sector to develop the "Statewide Intermodal Transportation Plan." The federal Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991 mandated that states prepare such plan,,;. According to Manageware, such plans complement strategic planning 
The intermodal transportation plan includes in its scope the highway, railroad, port and waterway, aviation, and pipeline systems. To develop this plan, DOTD reviewed the state's current transportation effol"ts, where DOTD wants the state transportation efforts to be, and how to get there. The intermodal transportation plan also incorporates several other statewide transportation-related plans, such as the Transportation Infrastructure Model for Economic Development (TIMED) plan. The intermodal transportation plan will be reviewed and updated every five years, according to DOTI) officials. 
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Plam~NotLinked to Budget Plans Not Used to Develop Budget DOTD does not coordinate its plans with its budget request. This is due to the lack of communication between the planning and budgeting functions within DOTD. As a result, there is a risk that critical dements of DOTD's plans will not be included or disclosed in the budget request document. This could cause confusion among executive budget users and DOTD management as to what programs are to accomplish and how to measure accomplishments. Both OPB and DOTD staffs agree there is no connection between DOTD's operational plan and the budget request. They both say that the operational plan is based on what should be done given unlimited resources, whereas the budget request is based on what can be done with available funding. This is because the DOTD planning staff does not understand the connection between the strategic plan, operational plan, and budget request. Also, there is little interaction between the DOTD planning staffand DOTD's budget staff. 

DOTD's budget section prepares the budget request with some input from the sections and districts. DOTD's planning section coordinates with the other sections and districts to prepare the operational plan. The budget and planning sections each send its respective document to OPB. Before submitting the two documents to OPB, there is no review to ensure the budget request and plan are consistent with each other and the strategic plan. The strategic plan, the operational plan, and the budget request should correspond. Without such correspondence, there is a risk that the departntent and users of these documents will not understand what is to be accomplished with the budgeted funds. 
The operational plan should be an annual work plan to indicate what portion of the strategic plan will be addressed during the operational period. The operational plan's objectives and performance indicators should reflect the strategic plan dements to be accomplished during the year for which the budget request is prepared. Moreover, the budget request should reflect the resources to be used to accomplish these plans. 
OPB develops the executive budget based on the operational plan and the various budget request documents. When the budget request and plans are not consistent with each other, the executive budget may not communicate what DOTD plans to accomplish with available resources. 
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Strategic Plan Goals Need to Be Improved 

Department Recommendation 
4.1 DOTD should coordinate the preparation of its operational plan with its budget request and ensure they are both consistent with the strategic plan. 

Strategic Plan Goals Do Not Relate to All Programs DOTD's strategic plan does not provide goals for all of the department's operations. The functions of the Bridge Trust Operations Program and elderly/handicapped and rural transportation functions in the Public Transportation Program are not included within the goals contained in the department's strategic plan. As a result, there is no overall direction for these programs within the DOTD strategic plan. 
Department officials informed us that DOTD's strategic plan goals are intended to be broad departmentwide goals, not specific goals for each program. According to Manageware, it is acceptable ifa department's goals are broad in nature as long as they address all the programs. The bigger issue is whether DOTD is adequately planning for the performance of these functions if they are not including the operations as part of their long-tema strategy. If all programs are not considered from a strategic perspective, key government services may be improperly planned and delivered. We found that all other programs operated by DOTD are covered within the broad goals in the strategic plan. Strategic planning is an important part of determining the delivery of government services. Without goals for every program, the strategic plan does nol address the overall direclion the department will take to deliver these services. 

Department Recommendation 4.2 DOTD should ensure that strategic plan goals cover all department programs. 
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Executive Budget Contains Incomplete Performance Data 

A Significant Number of Missions, Goals, Objectives, and Performance Indicators in Executive Budget Are Not Useful Approximately 40% of all of DOTD's missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators reported in the 1996-97 executive budget do nol provide sufficient information. That is, 60% of all the criteria used to evaluate the perfoianance data were satisfied. When the budget document does not contain useful information, users of the document may not be able to evaluate DOTD's overall t)erformance or individual program performance. Our analysis of the performance data, presented in the 1996-97 executive budget for DOTD, included nine program missions and eight program goals. This includes one program mission statement and one program goal not specifically labeled as such. However, the OPB planning analyst for DOTD concurred this information would suffice as a mission or goal. We also assessed 19 objectives and 65 performance indicators to determine if they collectively provide information suitable fur external reporting and budgetary decision making. We evaluated the missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators against a set of core criteria. We used Manageware and consulted with various experts to develop these criteria. The criteria used in our evaluation are described in Exhibit 4-1 on the next page. 
Specifically, we found that six of the mission statements (67%), three goals (38%), three objectives (16%), and 13 performance indicators (20%) meet all respective core criteria. When performance data do not contain critical elements, users of that information may not be able to understand the intent, targets, and accomplishments of the programs. At the same time, users of the executive budget should not be inundated with too much information. Performance data for the executive budget should be constructed so that it is useful to an external audience such as legislators. Certain performance data might be useful for internal planning, but may be too detailed to provide meaningful itrformation to the legislature. The detailed results of our analysis are described in the findings that follow. Appendix C includes DOTD's programs' mission statements, goals, objectives, and performance indicators as presented in the 1996-97 executive budget. Appendix C also 
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summarizes the results of our assessment of the ten programs performance data against the criteria. 
Exhibit 4-1 Criten'ia Used to Evaluate Performance Data Included in the 1996-97 Executive Budget MISSION: A broad, comprehensive statement of purpose ",/ Identifies overall purpose for the existence of the organization, department, office, institution, or program as established by constitution, statute, or executive order ~/ Identifies clients/customers of the organization or external and internal users of the organization's products or services ~/ Organizationally acceptable GOAL: The general end purpose toward which effort is directed Consistent with department, program, and office missions ~/ Provides a sense of direction on how to address the mission; reflects the destination toward which tire entity is striving OBJECTIVE: A specific and measurable target for accomplishment a/ Consistent with goals x/ Measurable x/ Timebound ~] Specifies desired end result PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: Tool used to measure performance of policies, plans, and programs ~/ Measures progress toward objective or contributes toward the overall measurement of progress toward objective ~/ Consistent with objective Clear, easily understood, and non-technical Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staffbased on input from Manageware, GASB, the federal Office of Managemen! and Budget, and the Urban Institute to show criteria used to evaluate the department's performance data. 
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Executive Budget Lacks Mission Statements 

Some Mission Statements Not Included in Executive Budget The 1996..97 executive budget contains no departmental mission statement for I)OTD. In addition, clearly identified mission statements were not included for two of the ten programs. When mission statements are missing, a user of the budget might not understand the purpose and clientele of DOTD and all its programs. Although no overall mission statement appears in the executive budget, we identified three other sources that could be used to develop one. The Internet home page for DOTD contains a mission statement. In addition, the strategic plan and a department presentation also contain DOTD's mission statement. In addition, there are no mission statements in the executive budget for the Maintenance and District Operations Program or the Offshore Terminal Authority Program. However, for the Offshore Terminal Authority Program, the OPB analyst identified information in the program description that could be construed as a mission statement. The lack of consistently presented performance data, including clearly labeled mission statements, hinders users' understanding of program purpose and clients. 
Recommendations 4.3 DOTD and OPB staff̀should work together to develop an overall departmental mission statement to be included in future editions of the executive budget. 4.4 DOTD and OPB staff should work together to ensure that all programs contain clearly identified and labeled mission statements in future editions of the executive budget. 
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Program Mission Statements Incomplete 

Mission Statements in Executive Budget Do Not Always Name Client Groups and Agree With Department Information One-third (3 of 9) of the program mission statements we assessed in the 1996-97 DOTD executive budget are not complete or are inconsistent with other department information. As a result, the information does not fully convey the purpose and clientele of the programs. The mission information for the Aviation Program and the Offshore Terminal Authority Program do not identify target client groups. When mission statements do not clearly articulate whom the program serves, program need is not evident to users of the executive budget. The mission statement for the Bridge Trust Operations Program is not organizationally acceptable. That is, the department's operational plan mission statemenl is not in agreement with the executive budget mission statement. The Bridge Trust Operations Program is only responsible for transportation on the Mississippi River, as reflected in the department's operational plan. However, the executive budget states the program is responsible for transportation "over rivers and other waterways." Moreover, the Bridge Trust Operations Program only operates in certain parishes, as explained in DOTD's operational plan. However, the executive budget does not specify the program's scope and leads one to believe it is statewide in scope When the executive budget does not provide complete mission information, users of this document may not have a complete understanding of the extent of services provided by the program. OPB has somewhat addressed this issue in the 1997-98 executive budget by specifying the Mississippi River in the goal statement. Also, OPB specified the Crescent City Connection Division and the Sunshine Bridge in another part of the program description, but not in the mission statement. It was not within the scope of this audit to evaluate the adequacy oflhe revised information against the criteria shown in Exhibit 4-1. 
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Executive Budget Lacks Goal Statements 

Recommendations 4.5 DOTD aJld OPB staff should work together to modify the missions for the Aviation Program and the Offshore Terminal Authority Program to include the targeted client groups. 4.6 DOTD and OPB staff should work together to ensure that the mission for the Bridge Trust Operations Program accurately conveys the purpose of the program. 

Goal Statements Not Included in Executive Budget for All Programs Almost one-third (3 of 10) of the programs in the 1996-97 executive budget: did not have goal statements. There is no clearly identified goal statement for the Maintenance and District Operations Program. A budget analyst from OPB identified information in the program description that could be construed as a goal statement. In addition, there are no goal statements in the executive budget for the Offshore Terminal Authority or the Sabine River Authority. 
The lack of clearly labeled goal statements hampers users' understanding of the desired end purpose of the program. OPB has partially addressed this issue in the 1997-98 executive budget by adding a goal statement for both the Offshore Terminal Authority and the Sabine River Authority. 

Recommendation 
4.7 DOTD and OPB staff should work together to ensure that all programs include clearly identified goal statements in future editions of the executive budgel. 
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Goalis Generally Do Not Address Program Activities 

The Majority of DOTD's Goals Do Not Address Program Activities Almost two-thirds (5 of 8) of the goals in the 1996-97 executive budget do not fully provide a sense of direction on how to address the mission and reflect the destination toward which the programs are striving. If goals do not provide this information, users &the executive budget may not be able to determine what the programs actually do or are striving to do. We found that two of the eight program goals (25%) are not consistent with the stated missions and do not provide a sense of direction on how to address the mission. Six ofthe eight program goals (75%) are consistent with the mission information and three of these goals (38%) also address the program's direction and provide the destination toward which the programs are striving. However, one of the three goals (Aviation Program) could be further improved. The Maintenance and District Operations Program has no mission statement; therefore, the goal statement cannot provide a sense of direction on bow to address the mission. The Bridge Trust Operations Program goal is inconsistent because the goal does not specify transportation over rivers and waterways, which is specified in the mission statement. As a result, this prognun's goal statement cannot provide a sense of direction on how to address the mission. In addition, the goal statements for the five programs listed below do not fully reflect the destination toward which the entity is striving and how to address the mission. However, other information in the executive budget program description provides this information. For example, the goal for the Aviation Program only addresses the airport development function. The goal does not address this program's monitoring function mentioned in another part of the program description. Highways Program Water Resources Program Public Transportation Program A~ation Program 
Bridge Trust Operations Program 
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Few Objectives Measurable and Timebound 

As discussed earlier, goals should provide a sense of direction on how to address the mission. They should also reflect the destination toward which the program or entity is striving. Without this information, users of the executive budget may not understand what the programs are intended to accomplish and the primary activities the programs undertake to accomplish those things. 
Recommendation 4.8 DOTI) and OPB staff should work together to develop goals that are consistent with the mission statement, provide a sense of direction on how to address the mission (e.g., through required activities) and reflect the destination toward which the program is striving. 

The Majority of DOTD's Objectives Are Not Measurable and Timebound The majority of objectives included in the 1996-97 executive budget are not measurable and timebound. The objectives are, however, generally consistent with goals and specify an end result. Ohjectives that are not measurable and timebound do not specify the desired level of performance and the target date for accomplishment. Consequently, a legislator making budgetary decisions may not be able to tell how well the program is performing or how timely the programs' accomplishments are being made. Fifteen of l 9 objectives (79%) lack target measurements for any or for all parts of the objective. For example:, the Water Resources Program objective for surface and ground water monitoring ofwater wellsis not measurable (page C.8). Instead, it is broad, vague, and written more like a goal statement. Whereas, an objective that gives a certain percentage of water well violations to be corrected within a certain period of time would specify a measurable target and also be timebound. Specifying the desired level of achievement is important because it tells exactly what the program expects to accomplish. Such a target measurement also 
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allows the performance indicator to measure progress toward the objective. Sixteen of 19 objectives (84%) also do not include time frames for achievemenl. When time frame references are not included in objectives, users of this information may not be able to determine the program's time frames against which to measure performance. Thus, 16 objectives are not measurable and timebound. Only the two Aviation Program objectives and one of the two Highway Progran~ objectives are both measurable and timebound It is important to include objectives that are both measurable and timebound so that users of the executive budget can see the targeted level of performance and the time frame in which that performance is to be achieved. One of19 objectives (5%) does not specify a desired end result. In addition, five of the 19 objectives need improvement, as noted in Appendix C. Tiffs is because these objectives discuss two different but related actions within the same objective. When the objectives are broad, vague statements, the objectives make it difficult to determine the desired results and to measure performance. Finally, two of 14 objectives (14%) were not consistent with the goal statement. We could not make this assessment for the five additional objectives because there was no program goal statement. As a result, legislators or other external users may not be able to evaluate DOTD's performance in meeting the state's transportation and public works needs. 
Recommendation 4.9 DOTD and OPB staffshould work together to develop objectives that are measurable, timebound and speci .fy a desired end result. 


